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10 CENTS PER WEEK

DEATH OF HUSBAND
LEADS TO SUICIDE
DROWNS HERSELF
IN DEEP CISTERN
Young Widow, of Joppa. Becomes Despondent and
Ends Her Life
MRS.

IDA

SMITH

TAYLOR.

Husband Died l'ear Ago and She Has
Been 'Melancholy Ever Since
That Event.

SURVIVED

BY

LITTLE

CHILD.

Desmindent on account of the death
of her husband a year ago, Mrs. Ida
Taylor, the youthful widow of James
Taylor, of Joppa, Iii., ealked a quarter of -a mile before daybreak yesterday morning and drowned herself in
the cistern of Andrew Todd. Her
body was found by members of the
family, who went to the cistern to
get water later in the day. Coroner
T. F. Wallace, of Metropolis, viewed
the body. The burial wilt take Place
this afternoon. Mrs. Taylor was Ida
Smith, a member of a sell known
family in Joppa. She had one child
a year old. She had been melancholy for monthe her trouble being
attributed to grief over her husband's death.
FARMERS WILL MEET
Whenever

Secretary Rogers
Special Session.

Calls

nn.

FRATERNITY BUILDING
STOCK WILL BE SOLD

Chicago, Jan. 31.—Dispatches
from 'Vendetta Highland and
Greenville, Ill., report an earthquake shock at 11:30 late night.
Many persons were aroused from
sleep.

One Side or Other Expected to Buy Entire Interest in Stock Company,
According to Report

11,1.tItT HQU A K E.
Indianapolis, lad., Jan. 31.—
Reports from various parts of
the state tell of earthquake
shocks last evesIng. The trent.
ors varying frost' five seconds to
a minute.

Odd Fellows or Masons Likely to Acquire
Control of the Handsome Office and
Lodge Building

BURTON DECLINES.
Washington, Jan. 31.--It Is
announced today that Representative Burton, of Ohio, will not
accept the chairmanship of the
rivers and harbors committee in
the Sixtieth congress. Burton
has been at the bead of the Water ways committee twelve years
and has reported and pasned
through
the
house without
amendment seven appropriation
bills for the improvement of
river's and harbors. 111 health
is given ,set the cause of his re.
tiretnent,

Full

DUAL MANAGEMENT HAS PROVEN UNPOPULAR
Joint ownership of
building by ,Fellows, and Plain City lodge and
district fraternal bodies proving un- Paducah lodge of Masons and
Padusatisfactory in some respects will re- cah commandery, Knights Templar.
suk, it is said, in the auction of ,the
The Fraternity building is one of
stock held by members of the Masons the finest Oak* buildings. in the city.
and Odd Fellows to one of the two It is well appointed and apparentl
y a
divisions. Because of petty friction money maker under proper manageIn the management of the building, ment. The outcome of the next meetthe auction sale was favorably dis- ing of the board of directors
will be
cussed in all lodge!, and probably watched with interest.
this week will see a decision on what
It is not to be understood that the
course to pursue.
k company is in any 'way finanThe building was erected three cially embarrassed.
years ago at a COW. of $27,000. The
The three lodges of Odd Fellows
site, including the property on which own property on Third !greet
occuThe Register building is located, was pied by the Dicke & Hurt saloon.
In
secured for $12;040. Bonds were is- event they sell out to the Masonic
sued by the stock company composed bodies, it is probable the rooms
upof members of Union Encampment, stairs will he remodeled and
used as
Ingleside and Mangum lodges of Odd lodge rooms.

ODD FELLOWS WILL
GO TO METROPOLIS
Interstate Association Meets
There and Paducah Lodge
Will Compete for Prizes in
*-1
Every Event

DARWIN

LARGE ATTENDANCE EXPECTED.

D

.RAILROAD WORK

P.

KINGSLEY, WHO

MAY SOON BECOME PRESIDENT OF THE
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY.

ARWIN P. KINGSLEY, who Is spoken of as the prospective
new head of the New York Life Insuranee company, Is' a native of Vermont, a graduate- of the Luivereity
of Vertuont and a son-In-law of the late John A.
McCall. In I887418 he was state auditor of Colorado, and
since
he has been vice ureeldent of the New York
Life. He
his fiftieth year.

NEW SEATS ORDERED.

Will Keep Labe* Well Employed All
Will Not Arrive Until Sometime in
Next Summer.
March.
Labor will be at a premium this
Not until after March 10 will new
summer in the Ohio valley became of
seats to accommodate the overflow in
the floods and heavy rains, especially
the High school reach here. This is
on railroads; and already officials are
the earliest date possible for them to
looking forward to immediate work
arrive, the firm writing a letter to
on roadbeds. The damage done durthis effect to the school board.
ing the past several months ..tu hoary
A hialriPilet Of the desk pi/Meted was
rains Is Impossible to estimate. it
received yesterday. It has a hinged
served to point out weak places in
flap for writing purposes, and the
the road, and will enable the railseat swings on hinges, opera cbair
roads to put their roadbed In the best
style. A wooden pocket is attached
of condition, which will necessitate
to the back of each for storing books,
the raising of grades. Al', railroads
The seat is manufactured In Grand
,south of the Ohio were damaged and
Miet., and on account of
section laborers will not have to
previous orders the firm cannot ship
search for work anywhere south of
before March 10. The seats wet mat
the Ohio and east of the
Mississi
"
f $2.3,5 each and 340 is the maximum
river.
order,

Six hundred Odd Fellows from Paloges will attend - the BiterSecretary Roger-C-0f the McCrack- state
meeting at Metropolis, 111.,April
en County F'armers' Institute, has not 26, and wil'
compete with all teams
issued a caul/ for a meeting of the in- for prizes in every
contest.
sitituie, which meets February 27, 28
Last year several small Illinois
eat 29 at Shelbyville'. State Agririver back to a dangerous stage. The
lodges withdrew from the interstate
culture Commieelonerr Vreeland has
fall
at Padneat thus far has been
association and attempted to break
notified the different county instiIt up. The Illinois lodges wanted a Situation Again Becomes Con slow because of its nearness to the
tutes that the second annual state in,Mississippi rr. Rain would be Bond Issue Supplemented
postponement, and local lodges reWith
jectural Because Extent of, more immediate
stitute will be Med there at that
ly felt here than
fused because all arrangements had
time. President S. A. Fowlers said
Work
of
Farmers
Living
on
Storm and Precipitation Must,above.
that the farmers of the county would been made.
Altogether the situation Is one
Highways Would Do Work
The lodges that withdrew formed
be Considered
get together whenever a meeting is
which, as stated :set week, baffles
an association known as the Southcalled by the secretary.
In Three Years
accurate prediction. Obviously the
ern Illinois association and wi:1 meet
JUNIOR Y. P. S. C. E.
river will fall as long as the rains
April 26 at Anna, Ill. The aseociaOHIO RIVER MAY RISE AGAIN. hold up, but not even the weather
tion is not expected to live, and loElects Officers and Will Install Them
man can tell what the weather will do JUDGE
LIGHTFOOT'S 'HOBBY
cal lodge men predict that the interfor any length of time ahead, and
state lodge will be petitioned to take
frequently in the past month his preWith rain as the leading role, the
it back before long.
Officers were elected by the Junior
diction of decidedly colder weather
The good roads movement set on Christian Endeavor society of the
At the Interstate association meet- play of nature becomes a tragedy at have not been realized, or at best
Avenue
Preebyterist"
ing at Metropolis band contests and this particular time. While the river only transiently.
foot by
McCracken county, and Kentucky
church as follows:
President, LilPadueah soon will have 13 mad
other features will attract many per- showed the largest fall in the last 24
The continuation of the
warm which has eeen faithfully followed
At the annual meeting of the Com- sons and
1 ia n Maylard; vice president, Hattie carriers, the department at Washingcommittees have been ap- hours it has shown since the fall set weather wia bring out the fruit trees for several years by County
Judge
mercial club tonight / 20 directors pointed
in, and while tomorrow morning may
Henneberger; secretary, Julia Gal- ton buss taken sufficient cognizance
by the Metropolis lodge even
and early spring vegetables to a state R. T. Lightfoot and Read fluperebtert
show anotther fall, if the rain continwill be elected, and 14. C. Rhodes this
vin; treasurer, la:manna Gideon: of the need in this city to detail an
far in advance to prepare for the
where a really cold snap will surely Beet Johnson, its champions. has
probably will be elected
ues, and is general, the minus signs
pianist, Henrietta Pruett. They will Inspector to look over the situation
president. visitors' reception and entsrtainn
kr?' them. It la s'eogether improb- spread rapidly to other' counties, and
ient.
President Jereeph L. Friedman will
In
the
reports
river
wila_he chauged
installed Sunday afternoon, Feb- and report the condition. An applibe
There are three lodges in Paducah,
able that the season will Pans withont Graves and Ballard are to issue
preside, and members will deliver
to plus—and plus 1884.
ruary 3. The services will he in cation for another carrier was made
the Ingleside, No. 195; Mangum, No.
some winter weather.
bonds for graveling roads. Others
!short addressee on the work of the
charge of Mr. W. D. Watson. The some time ago. The territory covered
When the river Is low and heavy
2, and Meenaniesburg, No. 218.
are expected to follow, and McCrack- Junior
organization
Its
iplishmeut,
ac
Christian Endeavor society by the mail carriers will not he exrains sot in, a --large amount of the
MARKET SLUMPING.
en county may extend her building meets every
plans ,and prospects.
Sunday afternoon at 2 tended, but the work will be divided
water
first
at
has
no
became
-effeet
New York, Jan. 31.—With the
REAR-END COLLISION.
operations. A great deal of interest o'clock,
the dry soil abscrbs it. but with the
so as to facilitate Om serviees.
recent stock bond batmen of railcentered
is
in the meeting of the fisPROVING VENUE.
soil
already
soaked,
the
rain
today
road
industrial
corporations exResults in Two Deaths and One Fatal
cal court next month when the matsill be felt immediately on the rivTO KEEP SUN OFF MAYOR,
reeding the national debt by
BLOWS OFF WIFE'S HEAD
Injury.
ter of Issuing bonds will be discussed
Witnesses Saw Body of Woman
ers. It all depends on the extent and
DREAMING SUMMER AWAY.
num)
.
the stock market
THEN I.URDERS INFANT.
by the magistrates.
Floating in Cumberland.
degree of the rainfiall in the next few
Architect A. L. Lastitter has finial'.
Wayeroas, Ga., Jan. 31. -H. E.
today is in a tit of financial inCincinnati, Jan. 31.—A
The only way McCracken county ed
rear-end days.
Nashville, Jan. 31.—The flrst evithe plani for the 'largest poreh In Lillis, recovering fro ma spree, ;placed
dIstspsition,
security
41111114.01
may issue bonds In its present state the
dence brought out by the state In collialon of two freight trains on the
city, to be built around Mayor a shotgun at the head of his wife
Just as the rivermen and interslumping
heavily.
Since
the
first
is by a vote of two-thirds of its vot- Yaeger's
the Feist murder case was to estab- Big Four near Delhi. Ohio. this morn- ests were anticipating an early return
summer 'home opposite Wal- who had a babe in her arms, and blew
of
the
year
over
a
billion
dolers, and then for but one per cent of lace
Mth the venue of the crime, that is, ing caused two deaths. Conductor to normal conditions and were expark. In the front It will be 57 off eht top of ter head. The
lars have been !oat in market
babe
Osgood
and Brakeman WIthen,
the total aseeseemnt. This will give feet
to prove that Mrs. Rosa Mangrum Keety
changing eingratulations over the eslong by 15 feet wide and will ex- fell to the floor and with. the other
to shareholders all over the
Columbia
of
City,
Ind.,
estimated
an
were
41e8,004,
instantLightJudge
was killed In Davidson county. To
tend ir7 feet back on each side of ('he barrel Lillis shot Its arm
cape from serious damage from the
county..
off. lie
knied. Samuel Sheehy, of Cincinfoot and Road Supervisor Bert John- house.
this extent two witnemes testified ly
high water, for the rains to start up
W.R.14 arrested.
mai, was probably fatailY injured.
son
are
working
hard
for
the
imthat they saw the body of a woman
again saps their buoyancy In Abort
2.0041 c4its.
The cause of the wreck is not deterprovements and receiv.ing deserved
floating past Clem' Ferry some time
order. Nothing to do now but watch
Two Get inplomare.
Minneapoli
PRESIDENT TO ATTEND
s, Jan. 31.—At encoeragetnent.
mined.
in Jauuary, 1906, some two or three
the weather reports and keep tin eye
Two of the three pupils for county
lead 2.0041 Great Northern railMONUMENT DEDICATION
"My idea is this." Supervisor Bert
weeks after Mrs. Mangrumni disapon the weather vane for a change in
scnool diplomas examined 'here Satroad
Washingto
cars,
loaded
freight,
n, Jan. 31.—The presiwith
Strange
Fatellty
Johnson
Follows
Family.
stated. "If we may issue urday
pearance and a ehort while before
quarter of the wind. Snow would be
passed They are: Mtn Audrey dent announced today he would,
are stalled in and near Nlinneapvisit
Bedfore NI., Jan. 31—Since the a blessing compared with rain.
41'40,000 in bonds this will give tell
her body was found in the Ohio at
Tate, of the Hendron sc12ool and Lo- Canton, 0., the last week
oils, awaiting an opening of the
In Septemarraignment of Alva Callahan for the
enough money to gravel 100 mile* of
Cairo.
The river fell five-tenths of a foot
rena
Grubbs, colored, OTP11173 Cecil ber, to attend the dedication
western lime. Included in the
of the
murder of John Walters. last Sep- since yeaterday morning, the stage
road, even if the county stands all
school.
merchandise are Christmas eonMcKinley monument.
tember.
expense.
develops
the
it
unusual
that
an
Property
owners have
this morning being 44.8. The total
Chicago Car Banta Burned.
mignments .alued at thousands
been paying half the coot of road 3ITTfall in the lent three <Nye has been
Chicago, Jan. 31.—Fire this morn- fatality has followed the family.
of dollar", which the re.iroade
Drommento, and I believe that the
permits
His
have
both
since
died,
nine-tenths of a foot. The lowest
ing caused by the explosion of Illumhave keen unable to deliver.
majority of them will help the county
inating gas, destroyed the North and his brother, who came here for stage of the river in January was on
bodies,
the
in building ell the roads. We will
also
has
died,
nave
his
as
the first day of the month, when thP
Clark street car barns, containing 150
G it %IN NIARKET.
have to spend some of the money on
river was at 23.8. The highest was
cars and tae mat-thine shop across the two lions.
Cincinnati, Jan. 31.—Wheat,' bridges,
The
latter
were
but with the proper assistthe
state's
main
45 7 on the 284b,
street and the storage house in the
78: corn, 40; oats, 40.
ance from residents, we will he able
January has been a remarkable
rear. The loss is estimated at $100,- witnesses, from the fact that they
Joppa, ill. Jan. 31—Because his his mother, Joe Faulker,
to gravel the roads of the entire counalone witnessed the trouble that end- month in matey respects; 12.22 Inchon
colored, a
000.
stepfather
, Charles Lewis,, assaulted tie carrier, on the City of Memphis.
killing
ty
less
than
In
of their father.,
three years,"
of rain fell.
JRITIPF MRCklIR was overcome by ed,, In the
It la Oip heaviest rainwho came home sick yesterday, went
fall for the month on record. Tnree
gas fumes and lost his life. Three
4
to the -nome o'g neighbor. secured a
inches of snow fell. The weather
For One Dollar and Love.
firemen were irtjureci.
shotgun aid returning to the house,
has been too- warm for the matteon
Waahington, Jan. 31.— Richard
blew Leiria head net Faulker then
There is only one kind et a land is responsible for the Newry
THEATRICAL TRET4T IS
Harlan and James S. Harlan, eons of
made his escape, leaving a note exnewspaper Circulation statement }rainfall.
INDKTEI) IN NEW YORK.
Justice Harlan of the supreme court.
plalnIn. that Its was defending his
WEATHER — Rain tonight
New York„ Jan, 31
that la worth any consideration
Fortunately the rain, will lidd the
The gretel
nave presented their wither the
motner. He has not been captured.
and
probably
Fridley.
bury today
and thit Is the daily detailed
Warmer
ret turned Indictments
tipper Ohio river much better lireLoutsvnle Jan. 31.- The [doubt- handsome home where the aged jurYoung Faulker has worked on the
tonight.
Highest temperature
statement. The Run I. the only
against Maw & )ranger, Frohmen,
pared to stand anoalker rise. At vine Federation of Labor bits an- ist and his wife live
and the adjoinriver all his life. Aecording to his
lowest
yesterday.
.
_
44;
Paducah paper printing such a Pittsburg the river is at a aummor nounced it will Nave the
Nixon and others, leaders of the suptoday.
3a.
rtty nt bon- ing homer. This property Is very van'
mother's statement, when the bey
etatement.
plied theatrivid trine. oberteng them
stage and- at Cincinnati and Louisthe "unfair" llat if it does nable. The eonaltieration named in
came home she and Lewis hers quarwith conorpinacy. The complainant
ville it has fallen euffichintle to re- not Alpe eaires of. etty laborers it the deed is di
and love for Malvin'
reling. and Lewis street. her. Coroner
quire. & good deal of rain to bring the the next in-, ,,tig of the city vonneil Irrenen
Is 1Javld rkl,asio
Harlan.
will atild the inquest.
A

Rains Give Rise to Apprehensfan
SUPERVISOR
On Account of Stage of the River

HAS
GOOD ROADS PLAN

NUAL MEETING
OF CLUB TONIGHT

Sunday.

AMTHER CARRIER
FOR POSTOFFICE

Murders Stepfather Because He
Was Fighting With Boy's Mother

PUT LOUISVILLE
ON UNFAIR LIST

tIS",

JAME TWO.
_

CUM PAT:Y(7C4? EVEN_Mtctj

CheKentucky JERK WATER TOWNS
BOTH PHONES MS.

Tuesday Night, Feb. 5

IN KITTY LEAGU

SAM S. AND LEE SHUBERT
Offer the New York Casiuo*usical
Comex* Suoceits1
-

The Social Whirl
Direct from its all summer run at
the New York Casino, with its big cast and production.

All., Included
C. C. Gowan Will Be /alerted Pres
dent and Paducah and Cairo
11111 Be Dropped.

DANVILLE WILL HAVE A TEAM

Company of 80. Chorus of 60
vv.th
Danville may have a team in the
CHARLES J. ROSS Kitty
league after all, according to

PItERttiCRIPTION TO
CLEAN THE BLOOD.
Any one cad'easily mix tne
following prescription at home,
which is said to be splendid because of ita peculiar action upon
the alidneys, wnich are made to
pe
the blood the impurities and
poisons.
Get the ingredients, which are
all of veget.able extraction and
harmless, from any good pharmacy and mix Ahem by shaking
.well in a bottaie; Fluid Extract
Dandelion, one-half ounce; Compound Kargon, one ounce; Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla, three
ounces.
Take in teaspocinful doses aft- '
er each meal and at bedtime.
Drink plenty of good water, too.
Those who-- require a good
blood cleanser and system tonie,
whose. kidneys are weak' and
clogged up, should prepare this
mixture and tarce as directed for
afew days and note results.

INCIitiDllip FIRE
DESTROYS DEPOT

YOU ARE SURE ITS PURE-THE GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES IT

7-krifirited-tryBlaze This Morning
In our own Registered Distillery, No. 2, Tenth District, Ohio, under the direct supervision
of
the U.S. Internal Revenue Department.

Nashville, Chattanooge ek St. Louis
Lobes Property, But Is Fully
Insured.

BUI'T. HILLS

GOES,....TO

SCENE

Fire, presumably of incendiary
The
origin, destroyed the Nashville,ChatStamp
Of Ross 6 Fenton.
news that comes from Centralia,
tanooga and St. Louis railroad freight
Songs that are catchy, songs that where the league meeting was held
depot at Murray, Ky., with all its
of the
are tuneful, songs that are a Sunday.
contents between 1 and 2 o'clock
'novelty, songs that start your feet
Here is the report sent out conREGif'MD DiST.LENV *O. 2, TWIN
this morning. The efforts of the inT,1, 01,1
U. S.
pattering.'
cerning this move: •
adequate fire department were of no
Gov't.
PRICES
"A:though toe present owners of
avail and so intense was the beat
$1.50 the Danville club may refuse to
Entire orchestra.. as: a...athat no one could enter the structBalcony.
50c,'750, al 00 again place it in the league the terriure to rescue freight. The loss is fulGallery .... .
........ ............... 2k, 350 tory still belongs to the Kitty
and
it.covered by insurance
Seats oet Sale Monday 9 a. m.
REAL KENTUCKY FOX rirml
will be used ny it. Another man
The freight depot. was a frame,one
whose nettle was not announced inof the biggest and most substantial
formed those at the meeting that he
on the division except at Paducan
would place a team in Danville if
Yon could not ask for a higher or more trustworthy endorsement than this
A Kentucky lithr hunt when it em- ar.d Memphis, and was discovered on
stamp of the U. S. Government on each bottle-it means that from the first
given the opportunity.
bodies all of its features is a "home fire shortly after 1 o'clock.
moment this whiskey is distilled, through all the years it is being aged, and until
Jerkwater .League In Prospect.
This morning Supt. W. J. Hins and
made" institution as far, in fact,
it is finally bottled, it is in the care of the U.S. Government and in chargeuf the
The league meeting was a good as those of its neighboring
U. S. Government Storekeeper-and is a positive assurance that the whiskey is
Southern Claim Agent B. B. Linn went to Murfully aged, full proof, full measure and free from every particle of dilution and
deal of a frost. Nothing was done ex- states. The hunt may be by
day and ray to look after the records. The deadulteration.
cept to release Jacksonville from the It may be by night.
Both styles of pot was located directly across a seBy shipping direct from our distillery to you, we cut out all the dealers' and
league and to arrange another meet- the hunt have their devotees.
ries
middlemen's profits and are able to offer you this absolutely pure and ''bottled
of
tracks
from the passenger
Crossin
bond"
whiskey at the distiller's price.
ing. There were representatives there country riling recommends
the day station, and all recoras, bills of ladfrom Centralia, Pane, Mattoon and chasee; the night lends a charm
ing
books
and
were kept in the pasSend us your order. Money back If you are not perfectly pleased.
to e
Vincennes and it seems likely that close race that is indescribable
We will ship you ins plain 4e411ed ease. with no marks to show contents. FOUR
. There senger station. Tshe officials can readOUR
OFFER FULL
QUART BOTTLES of RAYNER PRIVATE STOCK tesoreeo IN
these. cities with Paris, and Cham- are hundreds of keen,
successful fox- ily learn how mucn freight was storBOND WHISKEY for 63.5u. and we will paytthe =Timm charges, Take It home and sample it,
HAYNER DIVIIWNG CON',
241.111111E53 Ct
paign added or Danville, if there is nunters in the South-"men
have your doctor test It, every bottle if you wish. Then. it you don't bud It perfectlysatisfaced
in
the
warehouse,
and
to
whom
it
who are
tory, ship it back to us AT OUlt EXPENE'
S anti your 113.20 will be promptly refunded. How
kurocothrut.112.210.100.."'
anything in the report given above, known by the hounds
could any offer be fairer? WRITE OUR SCARF...5T OFFICE and meatiou 'thvisies 31 fi 4
they keep"- belonged.
sitlaseseuerre °Mrs
514.0t43
ma
yea
Mt
CLAW'
will compose the league. This league, who give no thought to
sr
Insurance is carried on al: . propOrders for Ariz., Cal.,
Idaho. Mont . Nev.. N. Mu.. Ore. Utah. Wash. or
the riding
Wyo. meat hens the hesisof
Col..
QUARTS for $4 00 by EXPRKSS PREPAID Of
composed of such small towns, could feature of the chase,
20 QUARTS tor $15.20.4 by FREItylif PRKPAID.
but who can, as erty belonging to the road, and an
hardly be expected to last much past far as sound can carry,
tell you what official stated this morning that the
Division 3164
the Fourth of July If it got that far. hound is doing his work
and what loss would be fully covered. The
DAYTON, 0.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
ATLANTA, GA.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
Cairo and Panneah.
hound is nat. This is one of the stone foundations remain intact, and
105
ESTABLIiiiiED 1503.
There was no action taken toward great joys of the
IStesicem,
CAPITAL
rvu..
IN
PAID
toe
structure
will
be
immediately
renight hunt. The
dropping Cairo and Paducah from man who has never
turned his back built...
the league. but this will likely be to a bed of red coals,
"The fire • must have been of inpeered out Into
done when ton 'magnates are to meet the nigat while
the dew about him cendiary origin," an official stated
a: Whiel," which will be presented his numbers ere unusually spirited
at Pane and perfect the organiza- congealed !nto a frost
and listened this morning. "There had been no
eider
the direction of Sam S. and and full of action.
tion of a new Kitty. At this meeting to a sterling race
hour after hour has tire about the place and no trains or
Lee Shubert, February 5, inoludes.a
the formation of the league will be never lived-wholly.
engines
had
been
about
for
many
Ueder fevernumber of brillIantly novel conceits.
completed and. officers for the com- able conditions,
So Long, Salome!
and in the vast still- hours. The theory or a spark from
The songs, "Bill Simmons," or "I
ing year will be elected. Paducah ness of the night,
'an
engine
is
out
of
question,"
the
you move but to
New York, Jan. 31.-A decision
'an't Keep Still When the Muele
and Cairo will be asked to sen3 rep- close your
This is the first loss sustained by
eyes when there crimes to
to discontinue the present action of
Play," sung In character by "Beezy,"
resentatives to the meeting and tin- you from tne
Hanford at "Marc .antony:"
dark silent woods, the the Nashville. Chattanooga and St.
the Strauss opera, "Salome," at the
rnanieute attendant, 11,being playthe
less they come they are practically melodious cry of
Louis
years
in
road
from tire.
Like a change of diet the classic
Metropolitan opera house, was reachthe pack a mile, two
certain to be dropped. It is believed miles, possibly
drama was welcomed to Padtreath last ed by bands and orchestras Through- ed today at a conference between the
bpt a few hundred
they will not come as Paducah is yards awas
night at The Kentucky theater by a out the country, and has made a big directors of the company owning the
David Warfieldat Spanking
and see in detail such a
Min 1111111MMIIMIIIIMINIS fil44
hit. It carries an original and neat
anxious to quit league baseball and picture as cannot
David Warfield, the actor, tells large audience, when Charles B. Hanopera house and representatives of
be put on canvas.
dance during the chcras' ana the
Cairo cannot expect a berth with Pa- Your
ears are turned *to an acrom- the follewaig, story of a good spank- ford; and hie capable supporting comtoe Conned Metropolitan Opera comtuneful retrsin with just enough of
ducah *Went because of its location. panying chorus
That the grand en' ing that he pot
.from his mother, aana, preenbed. "Julius Oaesar," Mr
pany which leases the building. The
ragtime to make it steppy, is always
s
C. C. Gosneil of Vincennes, will be gen cannot
conference was the result of a letter
duplicate-if you have which was something of a turning- Hanford assuming the role of "Marc
accompanied by the sound of feet
re-elected president of the league, the "know,"
Optical Headquarters of Paducalt.
if you feel It, if you point in his career. This incident Antony." No play of the great drasent by the directors of the owning
patting in the audience. "You're just
having announced that he would ac- have toe love
609 BROADWAY.'
of the chase inborn. happened an San Francisco, of which matist affords =bre opportunities for
company- protesting against further
the Girl I'm Looking For," composed
cept the office. He will also take Contrary
strong speeches, or requires more of
to many well founded be- city Mr. Warfield is a native:
presentation of the ope:a.
=1•1
toy the piece by E. Ray Getz, is aneharge of the Vincennes team.
liefs and customs this is fox hunt"If it had not been for a bitter pun- the supporting company than does
••••••••
other hit, carrying unique chorus asnd
,
‘4t115 and
ing--high ground fox hunting. No ishment nieted out to me by my moth Julius Geese r. Ositts CaS
Mouse Causes Theater Panic.
African Lkms,
Notice to First Meeting of Creditors. pink teas st the club house after- er, when I was about nine years of Marcus Brutus ante Marc Antony have light effects, with a melody which is
Portuguese, East Africa, is now a
Vienna, Jan. 31.-A mouse scurthat
,
people
of
type
the
Whistle.
i'lust
In the District Court of the United wards, no discussion as to the rela- age," said Mr. Wartaeld, "1 migat be in turn been featured by sorne promreal panadlee for
nlmrods. British
toe auditorium of the
States for the Western District of tive merits of jumpers but a cold doing my best acts on a fling trapeze inent stars butt usually a combination Kids," arranged by Char:fa J. Ross, ried across
Africa is Last becoming a vast contiRoyal theater in Josefstadt during
introducing
musical
Is
nuMber
a
a
Kentucky, In Bankruptcy.
lunch from your hunting coat pock- instead of on the stage, and my most is formed ter the production, the
nental preserve, while the Portuguese
['ember uf ineklatrea: sketches and the performance of ••Fledermaus"
In the matter of Ernest Rehkopt, et and a closer and deeper under- effective 'flights' would have been leading roles demanding such talent
dominions are not only open, but indances, Among the other numbers last night. Some of the women stood
I3ankrupt.
standing of the hounds in your pack. aerial instead of oral. As a young- for their proper rendering. No greatwhich have won popularity are: "A upon the seats and screamed, causviting. Lams abound. it appears. In
To the creditors or Ernest Rehkopf Hunters have toll me that they have ster, the height of my anibition
er
Marc
Antony
has
been seen by, the
was
Rainy Day," "Old Mien Manhattan." ing a panic. the bulk of the audience
the territories of the Portuguese com- of Paducah In the county
of Mc- long wondered that men could hold to own a circus and to be•ite bright present generation then Mr. Hanford.
also arranged by Mr. Ross; "The not knowing the cause of tne alarm.
pany of the Eioror region. which cov- Cracken and district of aforesaid,
a such varying ideas as to the chief and particular sear. In fact, 1 resolv- Perhaps be has no equal in that rote.
Profession of a Manicure," "Vi Vi," The performers left the stage twenty
ers a vast extent of territory, to a bankrupt:
Notice is hereby given charm in fox hunting and so many of ed that this ambition should be ecn- His rpeech 'over Caesar's dead body
"Love Among the Freaks," and
minutes before calm
was restored.
degree which has become quite intol- that on th0-491.1 day of January. A. them fall so far short of
getting out ieved without further lelay. So I is a mairterpleoe of elocution aad the Away
escaped.
Naughty
mouse
The
The
Men."
.
eneeru
erable even for easy Portuguese ways. D., 1907, the said Ernest Rehkopf of it the beet that is in it.-Gen.
Rog- summoned a few of my friends, and audience felt the thrill that moved
A proclamation has accordingly been was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and er D. Williams in December "Recre- together we organized a circus in the the Erman mob to mutiny. Mr. Hunpublated In the terms of which the that the first meeting of Isis creditors ation."
cellar of my home. My specialty was ford is ably supported by a well
company undertakes toi, pay $27 for will be held at my efilee in Paducah,
-February Smart Ste the trapeze. We had sold quite a trained cast of Shakespearean actor:,
every lion's head brought in and to McCracken county, Kentucky, on the
number of seats, at a bottle, a horse- who read thetr lines' with intelitigence,
9th day of February, A. D., 1907, at
leave the skin to the eaayer.
snoe,
old Iron, pins, etc., in fact any- and a true conception of the meaning,
The first railroad operated in Moana while Mr, Hanford's superior
9 o'clock in the forenoon, at which
rocco Wlia lately opened for traffic. It thing that might be Converted into
time
the
said
.creditors
may
attend,
cash
Junk
at
a
shop after, the per- qualitiAtions are manifested by every
".Rastus, you look as though you
Is one mile and a quarter in length,
chance comparison, be is ably supprove their claims, appoint a trustee,
and Its reason for existence Is the formance. Then the frightful thought
had been run through a cider mill.
examine
the
bankrupt
and
transact
struck
me
-I
nad
no tights-what ported by Frank Henning and John
What's the matter with your face?"
hauling of stone from a quarry to the
"Ovah-confidence, sub." "Over-confi- such other business as may come be- ,harbor of Tangier, where German cap was to be done? I crept quietly to -M. Kline, as Brutus and Ca.atiwt, reThy mether'e room, and stole a pair spectively, their wet; directed efforts
dence?" "Yes, sub. Ovah-confidence fore said meeting.
itaiists are making Improvements.
112 South Second St.
EMMET W. B.kGBY.
of her white stockings. 1 drew them bringing out all the meaning and purin my Edge. I thbught I could eall a
port of the dignified tragedy of Ro-s
Referee
in
B'ankruptey.
over
my
legs,
donned
a
pair
of short
man a It
-an' I didn't
an' eft away,
The Report from Oalcutta is that
man ambitions. Miss Marie Drofnah
Boys' 75c Knee Pants cut to
floc Pair.
Paducah. Ky., Jall. 30, 1907.
8K away suh."-Chicago Tribune.
the experiment of-growing Havana trousers-and there I was.
as Portia won applause by the sinKnee Pants cut to
Rope
30e
10c Pair.
**Everything
went
spledidty
ny
t111
and Virginia tobacco in British lairia
cerity and effectivenese of her acting
Boyle 25c Knee Pants cut to
20e Pair.
'Doubt is the one fee that dogma CANCEL 11141CIAL ENGAGEMENTS is a demonstrated success; the grow- turn. Then at a crash, of' kettle
One lot Boys' Wool Knee rants cut to
33c Pair.
rovers mad_ by the solitary.. member In her one scene in Brutus' garden.
ers are making money.
has never yet been able to completely
Alexander
MacKenzie
made
an excelof our 'brass band' I boitneed into
Chicago Quarnnt hie Is Becoming
conquer.
the ran got on the trapeze, made of lent Cases; and the others are excelStringent.
Ttle Tralisateaal gotdi avera*e le half
lent, not excepting Eugene Savoya.rd
a broomstick and Clothesline, and
Clacago Jan. ill --As a result of !in ounce to the ton.
A cbeertlii lift lightens the. load
there 1 swung gracefully to and fro, as LUCIUS. The .ceittery is historical
the scarlet fever epidemic which
$2,
114) Sweaters out to ...$1.301 See Silk Mufflers cut to ... tOr
for a few moments-and that was as iy correct, and the mob, soldiers,
seems to be sweeping the city, Chi101.00 silk stuffier% cut to.. 73c
Sweaters cut to
$1.15
01.150
lictorsa
etc.,
were welt drilled, adding
jar as I got with my act. My mother
cago was placed in state quaranta,
sue
$1.25 Sweaters cut to
Vic Ways :stuffier% cut to . .64k.
"rniltitHoUTP' LATIS today.
offectivenees
to
the
seen%
In
whieb
did the rest. She had heard the
-and the health department .
3115'
50c Ways Mailers cut to ...40c
nOc Sweaters cut to
they
were
introduced.
rumpus In true cellar, and came to see
sued a bulletin requesting that all
ar2.25 Fancy Wool Shirts. worth 112.30, cut to
$1.73
what had efilisefl it. I can even now
social engagements be canceled for
$1.05 Blue Wool Shirts worth $2.00, cut to
*1.40
remember placing my ear In her
the time. City officials regent the sit"TheSocial Whirl."
$1.00 Blue and Fancy Wool Shirts cut to
83e
hand, und being led away.
uation as extremely grave
The musical numbers (sf -The go$1.75 Corduroy Shirts cut to
1111.3.1
"How small a thing may thus alter
75c Flannel Shirts can to
6tk•
the court* of one's eareer!"-Suctlemdach•s and Neuralgia

Direct From Our Distillery to YOU.

FULL QUARTS $1 20
EXPRESS PREPAID

.„‘

EYES EXAMINED FREE

THE NAYNER DISTILLING COMPANY,

THEATRICAL NOTES

4

Stienfeld Optical Co.

ADDITIONAL REDUCTIONS

HE MODEL

Reductions on Wool Shirts and Sweaters

1

Gut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st,
Shell Crown.

Gold

Gold Fillings
Silver

Fillings

Partial Plates
AU work guaranteed.

from Cold
LAXATIV1C Bit01110 Quinine. the world wide
fold and :rip remedy reniove• cause caw for
full name Look for signature-R. W. Grove. 25c

Would ('oat Her More.
"You natightv child, where have
You have been fighting
$1.00 up You been?
again with Paul. Just look at entir
75e
clothes! I'll have to buy you a new
suit."
"Don't you say anything. ma. You
ought to pee Paul. I think his mother
wilt. have to buy a new boy."-Hu$3.50

Cut this coupon oret and bring

man'
Life,

a

New Directory

Copy for our next directory
will go to press January 30.
All changes and additions
should be received before this
date. Our direotory is the
Recognized city directory of
the well-to-do. You are socially and commercially foif if
your name does not appear.

it with you. lc Is north $1,00.
Each person is limited to one
coupon for each joh of plate or
bridge work only:
Until

Apirl
age.

Dr. King Bi ooks
DENTIST.
11/41b and Broadway.

Richard A. Ballinger, who has
just been named band commissioner
by the president, is g gentile lawyer,
and was mayor of ton My at one
time. Re Is a gra.ttiafe dr Williams
college of the same class as Jame.
A. Garfield.
eolden opportunity flume
out to be only it:Qualified.
Many a

SOMETHING TO

cese

EAST TENNESSEE
TELEPHONE CO.
Incorporated

"

.r

Too Much at Once,
The talturney-generatt of Ohio deprecates the tendency to start too
mauy reforms at owe. One reform at
a time Is all that inowt'communielee
can hope to handle with noceette.-Washington Star.
The only Englishwoman admitted
by royal decree in recent years to
any of the ancient ()niers of chivalry Is Qtteea Alexandria, who Is a
Lady of the Garter. An such Her Majesty wears the broad ribbon of the
Garter over the left shoulder on
state occasions, the Mar upon the
left Shoulder, and when the Garter
Wgorn it all It laiCiasped upon the
left arm

The world twfter fuIjy aDDruflu'48
dot attricks-"Abe world
Itself, '

THINK ABOUT
Almost everybody knows that license should be paid in January; yet
some people seem to forget it. This
is Intended as a friendly reminder
FOR YOUR GOOD.
Ten per cent must be added to all
license after February 1st. Naturally
that is mt.& pleasant obligation to
settle. It is also anompleasant duty
for the treasurer to colleat it. Therefore endeavor to avoid' it by your
'Prompt attention.
.e
Every busIneeile otienpation, agency
and professkin Is liable for a license.
Eandly call at the city, areasureve
office at your earliest convenience
that you may save this penalty, and
greatly oblige,

Yours resPeetrulli,

the genius

_

JOHN J. DORIAN,
Olt/ Trinaurer.
A..- •

THE EARL BLUE DENIM OVERALLS WITH
•
BIBS,' REGULAR 30e QUALITY, CUT TO
10 l'Elt CENT OFF ON ALL WOOL AND bliNtDbLOYES.
MEN'S FINE JF.164Ek STOCKINET JACKETS.
$3.50 GRADE, CUT TO $11.211; *2.50 GRADE CUT TO ....$1.50
$2.30 SLICKER RAIN COATS THIS WEEK ONLY.

, .61.75

SPECIAL-Men's All Wool Melton Rain and Wind Preof
Reefer Overcoats, worth $6 each, out to the extreme
low figure of
Mkt the thing for outdoor work where long overcoat would be
in'the way.

S2 98

Cut Prices on All Other Lines as Heretofore Advertised

WirTHE MODEL-Wit

„44
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

FOUR MILLIONS
STARVE TO DEATH
219-223 BROADWAY

Epidemics in Concentratiou Camp'
.Add to Honors of seriatim' of
Interior.
•

SOME

Yridaq

INCIDENTS

•

and look in the glass—yiou will see the effect—

REVOLTING.

You can't help puckering—it makes you pucker
to think of tasting it.
By the use of so called cheap Baking
Powders you -take this puckering, injurious Alum

get:wants
yridaq

Washington, Jan, 31 --The appalling conditions in China as the result
of famine, as told in Ch:nese newsiepees and other mail adelees reaching
the state department, coupled with
the warning given by Ooneul-Genera.:
Rodgers of the possible effects of the
outbreaks whit% daily occer 4n the
famine district, %eve attracted the attention of the government authoritiee
and developments We be closely
watehdd.
One of the greatest dangers whtch
the ref workers confrene is an epidemic. In the great concentration
Camps which have been farmed by
re f u gees, who have fled from the
stricken districts to the eolith • by
tens of thousands, the people live.
some of them only partially' clothed.
others entirely naked, in mud huts
held together by mattleg.
Medical
euppl:es anti skirl: are badly needed in
these kelt-formed camps, as well .as
food and clothing.
.
The restive officials and authoritiea
are doing their utmost to control the
.1•10a=sle
siteation, but Idle task is now far beyond them and outside aid is badly
ing and its contents heitig an almost at
the father, and in the fight whic'a
needed. The government has opened
total loss. Tile can containing- the ensued
Lykins. was shot in the heed,
Public raief works where men can
poeder was sitting on me floor and killing him
instantly. No arrests
secure emekiernent. Estimates have
several persons were in the house have
as yet been made, and it is not
been made of the cost of feeding each
smoking. Suddenly there was an ex- known as
to whether Atkinson is in
starving person, and the total amount NCYFICEARLEINCREASE OF
plosion and a large part of the roof hiding.
will roach close to $20,-0.00 dadly. This
rOPULATION THERE,
went skyward. This set ere to the
estimate is tweed on a calculation
•
building, and it was almost destroyed
Four Preachers on a Jury.
that 4,000;0040 people are actual:1y
before the fire department could exMt. Sterling, Ky., Jan. 31.—In the
starving.
A-Although Persecuted Many
Are Pros- tinguish the flames. A negro named clicult court, today, something unSome of the incidents of the falnHa:ris was painfully burned by the heard
pering and By Right Dealing,
of before In the history of toe
lire related Sn the Chinese press are
explosion, but his wounds are not se- state
Win ronfldence.
occurred, wben four preachers,
most revolting. A story els told of
rious.
the Reverends Meacham, Japitn, Turone family—the mot
• and father
ner and Hobbs. were accepted on st
and two children. ,-- e" mother left
Fatal Fight on Frozen Creek. ' jury to try
a case of illegal voting
home on a seert4 for food. While
Washington, Jen. 31.—A:though
Jackson, Ky., Jan. 31.—Eli.Lykins against
Clarke Goodpastor. A large
she was awai the father, despairing the laws of the Ottoman empire forwas shot and killed by Marion Aticier- crowd was
in court to witness the unof aid, threw both children sesta
the bid persons of Jewish birth to own son in a fight on Frozen
creek, ten usual spectacle.
river. The mother returned and, Property or to do business or even
miles from Jackson. last night. Lylearning what happened, threw her- live in Palestine, there are between
kins had gone to the home of"AtkinWhat She Wanted:
se:f into the river and drowned. The 50,000 and 60.000 of that race resi"Merry
son. and raised aoesaaeirnici with him me and you shall
want for nothing."
grief-stricken father followed, and dent. in Jerusalem alone. and their
wnich resulted in Ly•k s ,firing- into,She---"But I don't
want to want for
thus the whole family peristhed.
number is gradually increasing, says_
the- house and striking Mrs. Atkin- nothing. I went to
went for semeViiilliara E. Cure& The colony has
son and breaking her thigh. He tired Ching- I went.
"s—iirtyliarttel I • ft Primer.
doubled during the -la-st twenty-live
Louisville's: Bad Milk Supply.
Louisville, Jan. 31.—The startling years, and now constitutes about
statement was male by Dr. M. K. three-fourths of the population of the
Allen, city health officer, that
be- -holy city, notwithstanding the regulatween 15 and 30 per cent, of the tion
prohibiting immigration, and
mulch cows from' which the supply of most of the newcomers are entirely
Louisville is drawn are tuberculous, or in vart dependent upon the charand therefore unlit to produce milk. ity -of their American and European
Tuberculin tests recently conducted brethren. They come chisfly for sent- ,
by the department or by veterinaries imental end religious reasons, but a
in their employ, disclosed the fact coneiderable Dumber ere engaged ,in
business -and have been eminently
in one Instance that 12 cows out of
a
herd of 35 were tuberculous, and succeseful. They, more than the othand these were at once segregated. i er rases, are oppressed by taxation
The fact that reaction after Inocula- and blackmail. The toted officials
tion shows tuberculolous nodules is uatiatly require -them to pay one-,
sufficient to warrant condemnation of tenth of all they produce as taxes and '
the animal, althouga In most, cases often seize one-half or two-thirds o
it is still available for beef purposes., their crops or any property of value
that can be attechea.
Edwin S. Cramp believes that the
It is very difficult for a Jew to do
policy of the American navy will business in Palesttne for this reason.
tend in the direction of smaller The toes; authorities feel at liberty
fleets of larger vessels, following the 1.6 help themselves to anything he
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, in best
lead of Engend and other countries. has. He has no protection In the
neighborhood,
courts or from any other source, beHave just platted into lots of about five acres each the
240 acre
It often takes a really great man cause, tech,nieelly, he has no right in
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounde
d
to properly attend to the little things the country, arrd hence the police offinext- to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands
(xi this ife.
between.
cials tern rob and blackmail, him withBuckner Lane Road and Hinkleville Gravel Road.
out mercy. This is said to be one
Has 413s
of the reserms why the Jews live in
feet frontage on Buckner Lane
Road,
said
road
just
such wretched houses and such squat
graveled
in
front
of
this
land.
Has
757
feet
front
or all over Paterdine. Some rich
on
irect from Tampa
Flinkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross
men have been able "to protect themroads
selves by paying blackmail-. Obe Jew
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts
either on
n Jerusalem is credited with several
Another Case of
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of
mit:Ions 'of dollars, which he lets
the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in
reside eontracting with the governMc!meet, nicking lams and speettlatilig
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on ilinkleville road has
'In vartous ways. Ile has the confinice grove of forest trees on It and lays so as to make idea:
dence of tbe auttheritles. and It Is skid
residence sites.
that they prefer to trade with him
rather than with any other person.
Price on the Hinkleville road front is :100.00 per acre,
which $10 acre cash and balance in monthly or quarter
The rich. full aroma of
ly payments running (he years. All other lots $65 acre on same
Havana Blossoms has cer-

right into your system—you injure digestion

and ruin your stomach.

Remnants

AVOID ALUM
Sap pkii*"

fly

ANTS of every description---of Silks,
REMN
Woolens and Cottons. Remnants de-

A-

IF YOU
TOUCH
your tongue to
ALUM

Condition of China Impossible
to Conceive

Stemnant3

PAGE THREls.

rived from our WHITE GOODS SALE, our
GENERAL CLEARANCE SALE and our
JANUARY SILK SALE---all just closed,
naturally leaving behind lots of short ends-pieces just long enough for waists, skirts,
children's dresses and the like--just the
length that you want and just the length that
we do not want. So in order to give you
what you want and to get rd of what we
don't want we are going to set aside one-day--Friday--.for one big Remnant Sale Day---and
sell for this day only

POWDER

Itoyal is made from pure, refined Grape Cream of Tartar—Cos
ts more
than Alum but you have the ptikt of quality, the profit
of good health.

JERUSALEM

ISH

JEW-

e

gannants
1=3 `Off
All pieces will be out on counters and
plainly marked so that you can easily gild
what you need and can know exactly *hat it
will cost by deducting yourself .one-third of
the marked price. We want .6 sell on this
day every remnant we have in the house, and
it is an excellent opportunity for you to buy
what you want at the price, one-third off on

CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALLHOMES

gemnants firidaq

•

•

Si

Rattles of Eceentricity.
'puzzled at the crossing by
Apsley
Genius aid imitators 'of
Gentle; Houee. A pompous stranger helped
have svihes The Reader cane ecoen- him mixes, and on the paveme
nt extricities. Here ere tome examples: pressed his pride and satisfaction
at
A lady of Putney, returning team having been the means under Provia walk, thought she was late
for dence of assisting the greatest seldier
lunch. She met a dapper little man of this or any other age. That
was
and asked him the time. He drew enough for the duke. lie said
the
himself to his full height,.-and, flash- right thing. He said, "Don't
be a
ing a wtthering glence at her, et- d—d fool, sir'"
claimed, with a motion of his band,
"Get out of my Way. %often!" It
A peersimist can with no other proWas Me. SwInhurne, disturbed In his vocatio
n than a piece of dream cake
converse with Muses
evolve a nightmare.
The greet men and the stranger
generally strike a spark of humor.
The man woo marries for gold
Do you remember the story of the
erten conrchfel a contempt for Its prego • Duke of Wellington, who
was ciousness

_

OPVIVIOLsi

Fo1 4-13 UNFIT

Test Per Cent. Detailed for Instrticnon Deficient Physically.
San Antonio, Ter, Jae. 31.—Colone1.0eorge Leroh Brown of toe Eighteenth infantry has mien notified by
the war department that 10 per cent
of the officers detailed for Instruction at the military school at Fort
Leavenworth are physically unfit to
take toe course. This is declared to
be due to numerous causes. The department. in a supplemental order,
notified Colonel Brown that the officers must undergo a physical examination at each post from which they
are sent before being detailed for the
course of inatruction.

D

Havana Blossom
Sc Cigars

tainly caught the

fancy of

Paducah smokers, if we may
Judge by the demand.

Just

received another case direct

Removal Sale of A. Pollock's Jewelry Store I
AbOM February 15th we will take
poffeassion of our new store
room—now occupied by the Great
Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
33.3 Broadway. In the meantime we
have made startling reductions on our entire line of Watches,
Diamonds and Jewelry.
This for two reasons: First, we wish to
.move as little as possible of the present and, when we get into
our new location, we
mean to have a clean, new stock. If
you need anything in our
line give us a eall, for we have made a
cut of 50 per cent in
many instances.

A. POLLOCK
640 Broadway.

'Empire Building

Where Soldiers Are Barred.
An order has been issued in At
Petersburg forbidding common soldiers to walk on the Sunny Aide of
/he Nevsky and the fastennable side
of the Stnetkaya. In ,wInter the ofrent object to removing their hands
from the Inside of their military cape
to answer salutes, as Military law relines.
Fate's favorite joke Is cat( hine
and Ittitftig otir lopes before they
are
frying site.

from Tampa last evening and
we should like for you to try
them.
style,

They're not made for
you

know,

but the

quality is simply great.,

GILBERT'S
Drug Store
ffh and Broadway
Agentfor original A IlOgrettl

Nohting half IN tine as. Mrs. Austin's Pancake dour. At grocers.

candies

1 NEWS OF KENTUCKY

Broke Through the lee.
Sturgis, Ky., Jan. 31.— hest evening at. 5 o'clock the first fatality of
the high waters occurred, which was
at Bostown a colored settlement of
Sturgis. While attempting to cross
the ice wnich had formed on the water, which WRY high in the settlement!
Drew Anderson,- a resident, had almost reached Ms destination, when
the ice broke, letting him in over his
head. His son Willie. in attempting
to save him, came near losing his
own life.
Hot Cigarette Vibes In powder Wei.
HopkInsville. Ky. Jan. 31.— Hot
cigarette ashes carelessly dropped Into a powder can nearly half full of
the explosive mitten the grocery of
Jim Pltirither, near the city limits, to
be wrecked and set 00 dye, the band41%

terms. While these prices are uniform, there is differen
ce In
desirability of lots and first customers get
choice. Come
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before
I
could get the parcels staked off. For home or investment lots
you lose opportunity If you fail to take this. On one lot Is new
6-room
house which
Is priced at ;800 additional to cost of
land at $65 acre.

•

W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997-r

fry'err
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

the 1Dabucab %un,
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY

BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.
INCOltroRATED
F. K. FISHER, Breeden%
N. E. PAXTON, General Manager.

whom se with could vote, do
ot domino bbe franeeriee. They troow
how many votes they can centre,:
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Note the latest reductions on Suits and Overcoats; compare the
new,
fresh stocks we offer with the selected lots of "odds and ends" and
accumulated old stocks offered you elsewhere. Remember also
we included Black and Blues and Raincoats; others never did this for
you be
fore. The New Store stands alone for the people.
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Reduction
Prices
AreCash

Reduction
Prices
Arc ash

ANNOUNCNENT

E. Mitchell

10 TO 15 PER CENT ADVANCE

ON ALL GAS STOVES
After Present Stii-Ck iS Sold

ALL STOVES IN STOCK
Will be sold. at 1906 prices until
March 1st

Paducah Light
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Power Co.
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repairing. Phone 401
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
0%
Blum, of Nashville; Miss Levy, of Mr. Cade DAie.
was off damaging the Register news—Mr. Clyde Young has resigned
The guests of kfrs. JOhn W. Keil- paper plant.
Broadway, ?bone-116.
New Orleans; Miss Carrie Well, of
The proprietor of the
his position as solicitor for the Padu—Matt Council is w ted by the
er and Mrs. Josepteela Friedman in newspaper
Cleveland.
recovered damages from
cah Light and Power company and
their box last eveningeere: Dr. and Mr. Nahm.
Paducah police on p4mncion of steal-' obit West, a resi- has accepted a similar one with the
Mrs. Victor Voris; Mrie Leopold
ing.a pletol (roes,
Dance Tonight.
St. Louis Light and Power company,
dent of La Cleifter.
The younger society men will en- Friedman Miss Frances Wal e ad
Suits Filed.
of St. Louis, Mo.
tertain with a dance this evening at George Wallace, Jr.
—Whe you order a rig from us
The Continental Insurance compa—Don't -fall to attend the dance
Mires Ethel Brooks and her pop
you
talking to one of the prothe Knights of Pythias hall.
ny epithet W. A. McClure and otelar guests, Miss Scenraeder, of In7
44
pr'4
, ors or capable clerks (not a Friday night at the old Elks hail
e
to enforce a lien on property to
given by the Magnolia Grove Wooddianapolis; Miss Wood, of Wichita. secu
river or hostler) who writes, files
As You Like It Club.
a judgment for $113.50 heremen circle.
and fills the oredr at,appointed time.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wallace will Kansas; Dr. I. B. Howell; Messrs. tofore
dered.
—Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
%
Palmer Transfer Co.
entertain this evening at their home Louis Rieke, Jr. and Edwin J. PaxJ...H. C 4pch against W. B. Smhh
Fraternity building to 525 Broadway
—W. A. Gardner, U. S. 001211M6on North Ninth street, in compli- ton occupied the fourth box last ev- for
$5,000. The petition states the
stoner, reports nightie raids on his next to Register building. Office ment to the As You Like It club.
ening.
two were in partnçrship in manucoal house. ,Several similar reports phones 870, residence 272.
facturing telegraph
le crossarrns,
—The United States civil service
Miss Hallie Moorman, of Mayfield, and
are received from different portions
Program for Alumni Meeting,
FOR RENT—Two story five room
after dissolution;'N4anuary 1,
e1.1.4.L.1.1.1.1.11.4.4.
commission announces the following
passed
of the city.
through
The Paducah High School Alumni
Paducah yesterday en 1907, Smith refused
residence on
Jefferson street on
to se e.
—City subscribers to the Daily examinations for this district:
As- will, meet tomorrow afternoon at 4 route to Louisville to visit Mrs. Trestreet oar line, half block from FounSun who wish the delivery of their sista/it assayer, mint and assay, ser- o'clock at the High school auditorium vor Whayne.
tain avenue. Apply W. D. Greer or
In Bankruptcy.
/Japers stopped must notify our col- vice. and second class for assistant) on West Broadway. After the busiMr. John G. Miller went to FrankC. E. Jennings.
W. re Melton, of Bandana, h
lectors or make their requests di- steam eneineer, custodian service,for ness session the following attractive fort yesterday on legal business.
been summoned to appear before FedWANTED—Young lady bookkeepMiss Mabel Roberts is Ill from ferect to Tn. Sun office. No attention February 27; supervising drainage musical program will be rendered:
eral Judge Walter Evans at LouisIt 'eseuldrie pay for a merchant to er, of experience, and who underwill be paid to such orders when engineer, department of agriculture;
Piano duet—Mrs. Lewis and Miss ver at her home, 314 Ohio street.
ville February 7 and strow cause why adverti
nless he could always make stands the use of the Remington type
Mrs. William Booton, of Atlanta, he
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co. irrigation manager, department of Pu ryea r.
should not be forced into bank- it pay you ta,,ssd his ecivertisements. writer. Apply in own handwriting,
Padue.an agriculture; and irrigation farmer,
—Drink . Belvedere the
Vocal eolo—MIsa.Xellie Henneber• Ga., will leave Saturday for Helena,
ruptcy. :Several. firms, 4-lank Bros.,
and be prepared to furnish reference.
department of agriculture, March 6. ger.
beer.
Ark., to attend ehe wedding of Miss this city, among
them, filed a peti'nein ded -among .those who will J. E., care The Sun.
—Mr. Charlee B. Hanford, the acPiano solo—Miss Maybelle Bayer. Lalah Martin and Mr. Fred Burdette. tion asking that.Meleon
—Upright pianos from $150 to
be forced into read your wane ad. are probably twoWANTED--For U. S. Army: AbleVocal solo—Mrs. Lela W. Lewis:
Mrs. John S. Bleecker has gone to
tor, addressed the High school yes- $200, to reduce our stock of slightly
bankruptcy.
thirds of the people to whom your bodied unmarried men between ages
terday afternoon at 3:3.0 o'clock His used pianos we make these offers. W. . Piano duet—Misses lerazelton and Nashville to visit her parents, Mr.
Wade Brown, Deputy Ti. S. mar- proposition. would appeal
e other of 21 and 35; citizens of' United
Puryeas.
ta:k was interspersed with recitations. T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
and Mrs. Hamilton Parks. ,
filial, went to SmItbland today to third of them can probably be
ched States, of good character and tem—The ladies of the Tenth Street
Mrs. Lula BrIngherst Epperson serve papers on Jesse
He advoaated the eestablishment of a
D. Foley sum- by subeequent ineertions.
perate habits, who ran speak, read
national theater.
Christian church will give a church
Important Called Meeting,
and Miss Mollie Claiborne, of Nash- moning him to appear beef
re Federal
nil write English. For information
—Got your meats at Wileitelhead's social ao(I candy sale Friday night at
The mothers of the children who ville, returned heme yesterday after Judge Walter Evans
February 9 and
You—if you are a merchant—
ly to recruiting officer, New Richwill
restau runt, 215 Broadway, these bad the church.
All
take
members and
part in the "Chrysanthe- attending toe weeding of Mrs. Epper- show cause why he 'should
not be should write more for publication
ouse, Paducah, Ky.
mum dance" of "Flower Oarnivat''
days. Nice, polite service gueein- friends invited.
, sates ,brotlieteeder., r.EdwAr,d Bring- thrown into bankruptcy4arshal Shan. aoy • "popular author" or joureeed.
—The Ladies' Mite Society of the for the Public Fountain fund, are burst.
Brown will then go to Hampton, Liv- neleet. And even if you write
less
CHILDR ...r3 HOME SOCIETY.
—For high-grade wallpaper see First Baptist church will meet Fri- asked to meet tomorrow morning at
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech will leave ingston couety, to serve papers in
than the average literary author you
Kelly & Umbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av. day afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. 10 o'clock in the parlors of the Pal- Sunday for New York, whenoe she the benkrupt case
of S. H. Nelson & probably have a greater number of
Mr. nutchens hilkiducah Collecting
mer House. Every
—Belvedere beer is a home pro- J. R. Puryear, 806 Broadway.
mother is ur- sails February 7 for Europe.
Sons.
readers, in 4.ble ei-ty,- thaw- say
gently requested to be present as it
duct. Remember that.
Miss Belle Lockett, of Henderson,
Cecil Reed, trustee in bankruptcy them.
'HOOLIGAN MISSING,
is very important,
—Mrs. S. Hasson, of Memphis, has
Mr. JohnWn
Hutth\'lt
teheelistrict sura.th
will return home Saturday. She is the of John Ballinger, of
Gilbertsville,
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
perintendent of the Kentuke Chil• written Chief of Police James Colguest of Mrs. Mildred Davis.
Marshall county, sold a gasoline boat
And Th,r Are All After Him.
lins asking Met a 16-year-old boy,
ROOMS--For rent with board, else drens' Home Society, Louisville: Ky.,
D. A. R. Chapter.
Mr. John 0, Rehkopf is in Cincin- at private sale .yesterday to Thomas
There are twenty policemen, twenwho ran away from Memphis, be arThe Paducah chapter Daughters of nati.
arrived last night for a ten days' stae
McCullogh, 9f.,pilb.ertsvi:le, for $750. South Follette
rested if caught here. The woman ty-five grocery wagon delivery clerks, the American Revointion,. will hold
Me. Robert Williams, the bicycle
FOR Heating and Stovewood Ting in Paducah. He is here to collect the
felled to give a description or state two detectives, a dozen general col- the regular February meeting tomor- dealer, is recovering from at, attack
annual contribution from Paducah- 'a
437 F. Levin.
Federal Court.
lectors, half a dozen newspaper can- row afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. of appendicitis.
who he is.
ans to the home. "We have some PaThe West Kentucky Coal company
H. H. MEYER, the fresco artist.
—Dr. J. V. Voris
ducahans who give annually as high
dentist, 200 vassers to say nothing of mail car- L. S. DuBois on Fountain avenue. The
W. F. Cowper, of Smithland. Is in has filed suit in federal court against Old 'phone 1561.
riers and otners who get about, look- meeting will be opened by reeponses the city.
Fraternity Building.
as $25," Supt. Hutchen stated. "I
the Cu'inberland River Mining comFOR RENT—Storeroom, Fifth &
—Place your orders for wedding ing for "Hooligan", the pedigree bull to roll cell with quotations from
have been sent here instead of Dr. T.
Judge .1..E. Robbins, of Mayfield, pany for $ 1 eisie, the ralue of a
barge. Jefferson at-eeta. John Dean.
Invitations at home. The Sun shows terrier puppie, white, and about four George Washington, in honor of his Is In the city.
W. Bruner, who has been collecting
Lest summer the towing company
RCTOM and board, 4.1)8 Washington. in Paducah for several years. We
as great an assortment as you find months did. He will be recovered, birth month, and the members are
Superintendent A. H. Egan, of the rented a barge from the coal comOld phone e50.0.
anywhere at prizes much lower than and the person holding him will requested to come prepared for this, Louisville division
have taken in about 20 children from
of the Illinois pany and it was sunk In Cumberland
avoid inevitable prosecution by an and also, to he present promptly at Central, is in the city.
you pay eliewhere.
CLO HES cleaned and repaired. Paducah since we started the home,
river in tow by the Terre Haute.
—Don't fail to attend the dance early surrender of the dog to Will J. 3 p. m.
and have met with the greatest of
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
Mrs. J. E. English and son, James.
Friday night at the old Fees hall Dicke or The Sun office.
enenar
agement and success everyJr., and sister, Mrs. Fred Rudy, went
OVERSTREET,
the
painter.
In Police Court.
New
given by the Magnolde. Grove Woodwhere.
Entertained Friends,
to Lexington, Tenn., this morning.
The names of Will Beckenbach, J. phone 1026, old phone 975.
lift
men circle.
Miss Lilian Dicke, of Wheeler aveJersey Camp No. 10.
Mr. H. Hall and wife, of Irondale. If. ;Robertson and
Robert Harris,
WA NTED--Messe n ger with wlueu
—You know your calling cards
AN members are requested to at- nue, telitertetnecl a few friends at her Mo., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A, R. white, charged with drunkenness,
Glees rp Old Home.
East Tennessee Telephone Co.
are correct when they come from The tend the meeting tonight as matters home last evening.
Hall, or the south side.
Ars, Elizabeth Greif ler last nigat
were the only ones entered on the
LOST—Bunch
eight
Findof
keys.
Sun. Script cards and piate *1.50 a of meeting of Head camp U. March
Miss Dixie Eubanks, who has been police arrest blotter, and Special
se .snake her
er will be liberally rewarded if left for Columbus,
12 and 13 will come up before the
hundred, the Old English $3.
Entre Nous flub,,
Is convalescent.
Judge J. S. Ross being busy at cirhome with her daughter, Mrs. Lee
at this office.
The Entre Now club was delightMisses Clara Belle and Caroline cuit court, no police court was held
—The Illinois Central is damming a camp. All members of the Olive
Shanks, formerly Mies Mamie Greif
WILLIAMS Furniture
schange, of this
fully entertained yesterday afternoon Rieke, of Paducah, will arrive Satur- today.
fifty foot lake at Princeton as an ex- camp are Invited.
city. Mrs. Greif
is a well
538 South Third. Furniture bought
by Miss Frances Wallace at her home day to vialt Mr . Charles Trueheart
J. M. CROSS, C. C.
periment, and if it proves :successful
known resident of Paducah and has
and sold. New phone 900-a.
on North Ninth street. In addition to and with Mrs. W. 0. Bailey will wall
GEO. R. BROADFOOT, Clerk.
It wilt buy the property and convert
lived for 16 years at ene old Greif
11111115tee4ii Filed.
the usual three club tablek there from New York on February 9 for a
the lake into a reservoir to supply
FOR- RENT—Cheap
W. H. Hudson, administrator, to
three con- home- On —Kentucky avenue, lately
Subscribe for The Sim.
was one table of out-of-town guests. six months' trip abroesi. They will H. W. Rankin, power of attorney.
water to engines. For years the Wanecting rooms, with bath, 918 Mon- bought by the Woman's club. She is
travel through Europe and the Oriter supply at Princeton has been inthe widow of Martin Greif. and has
Lizzie Lena Greif to The Woman's roe.
ent.—Loulsvele Evening Times.
adequate and the I. C. is often inclub of Paducah, property on KenWANTED — Stenographer
and many strong friends in Paducab who
Mrs. George Lehnhard, of 422 tucky avenue near Sixth street, $4,- typewriter, either
eon verse need.
man or lady. Ad- regret her departure.
South Fourth street who underwent 000.
dress Emerson Floating theater, city.
— Meade:rag Invitations, announcea surgical operation a few weeks ago,
Alfred Boyd
to Henry Beam.
ments am' every character of enFOR RENT—Three room house, NATURE AS A RECONSTRUCTOR.
has been discharged from Riverside property on the Cairo road, $140.
"Nature repairs her ravages—regraved work is given e. eful, perwith bath, 315 Ohio street. Inquire
hospital.
The county board of tax book susonal attention at The Sun.
and
West Kentucky Coal Co., Second pairs them with her sunshine
•
Hon. D. A. Croes, judge of the pervisors is now assessing mortgages
with human labor."
—Globe Wernicke eTing oases and
s
awl Ohio streets.
Paducab police court, and bride. for- and notes, having finished reviewing
Osteopathy is one of Nature' most
all supplies for them, also the best
Sinai) your clothes to the rani:tmerly Miss Irma Millen, of Baker's the personal and real assessment on
used instruments in repairing her
Hee of carbons. A full line of blank
Pressing
chub,
hese
way.
Bread
302
Station, Ky. arrived the) morning st the books.
ravages. Take the Osteopathic treatbookesad all kinds of ofnee supplies
High & Browder, proprietors. 'Dots
9:30 o'clock and are stopping at the
ment of headaches. It locates the pre,
Telephone orders promptly tilled. Old
phones 1507.
Hotel St. Nieholas. They will take
PADUCAH'S 11E4,7RUITS,
mary cause and removes it, not id
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
up their residence at 707 South
LOST—Large pairee containing administering a common known sed—We have Slug Shot that will deFourth tercet as soon as it is made This Saff-Station Ranks With Cities spectaelem and case, on market this ative
to on- and all alike, but by a
Prey all insects on plants; and Plant
ready for tern.
Raving Headquarter.
morninr. Finder please return to simple mechanical manipulation.
Food that will make plants grow
Mr. Herbert Hoover returned toThough only a sub-station, Padu- this office and receive reward.
So, in digestive disorders OsteopBrunson, b29 Broadway.
day from Jackson, Tenn.
cah ranks along with the districts
athy restor.s the nervous equilibriWANTED--Indust
man
yfiitng
rious
--In a new mtarrlage lieentie record
themselves which include several for bookkeeper. stenographer
and um to the stomach, bowels, liver,
yesterday afternoon
book received
For Sale.
sub-stations, in the record for re- office work
pancreas, 'etc., and a unity of action.
write
Must
rood
hand
from the state printer
by County
Frame residence of 12 rooms on cruiting soldiers for the army
in and have good habits. Address X., established toe disorders are readily
Clerk Hiram Smedley. the name of
Trimble street. having cellar, four January. Sergeant Blake had 27 re- this
controlled and cured.
office.
the parents end teas birthplace of the
closets, bath, hot and cold water, cruits accepted in January out of 55
Constipation can be cured only by
FOR, SALE ---beatie on Rat H. in
principals with bleier ages, are omitgrates throughout, large comforta- applicants. Unofficially It is known
observing nature's laws The reviler
Ceselosen
apartments,
lot
and
A
of
ted. Alt books heretofore have been
ble rooms, two attics. brit 56x165, that the nearest approach to Paduhandsome furnittire,- carpets and movements of the bowels depend on
of the old form. The clerk Is prehaving large stable, cistern, winter cah's record In the W,vansville disdraperies in nee only two weeks. Ate their nerve arel blood supply. If one
sumed to ask enough Question* to
and summer kitchen. Everything in trict is Mt. Vernon with seven reor the other is disturbed In any way
ply at the flat,
satisfy his mind as to the age of the
good condition. H. C. Hollins, True- cruits. it Is the biggest month on
there is disorder—eickness. Osteopapplicants.
heart Bldg Telephone 127.
record here. It may be that Paduceh - A REWARD wriThe palsi—TOr fee athy here again is Nature's en".
--Constable A. C. Shelton
this
letern
of
a
white
bull
terrier eneele
will grow to it size that will entitle
I should like to tell you personally
morning sold bousehtilel effects In the
The school hoard has received- more it to being made a district Itself with apmwertng the name of "Iinnelann" at any time of the great
success I am
case of H. D. McOleveney against F.
or
"trash"
to
The
Sun
office,
otherthan s. dozen applicatkma from per- headquarter* here and several cubhaving with the treatment and refer
eith
which
satisfy
debt,
.
Matiock
a
to
.t
Ill ft:Que.
vades desiring to be ausierintessimatuf.,4 stations. Lieut. W. i Redd Steed/0W tjea .erresetittion
fort ttr Setlie eT Yritir frielTN-WiriFtfrrode!, amounts to $$'7. The property
the Paducah tiehoebs, Tuesday the three men yesterday, They were J. L.
WANTED--Board sad room be- eagerly attest to what Osteopathy hi
was bought by the plaintiff for $21.60
board will defids. when an election to,Lowry, Dyrtitibttrg, hospital carpi; tween Ninth and Twelfth on Broad- doing or has done for
This Is the man who had a want, and knew
them. Phone
—Attempting to *hut the door of
Just what It. wanted—hew to get it too. '
fitl the &flee be bets?. Supertotendent Claude Petcock. Princeton, and Cy- way or Jefferson, by young man Prime at 1407 at any time,
lig ear. leaek Bourainci, of 1231
H. put a little WANT AD. in this raper:
Dieb wild tender his resiguation at ril Miller, Golden Pond, for the vate family preferred. Address ,K.,
P. a B. FROMM,
Restate' were such he outs this lively piper.
Rroadway, s street ear motorman;
Tuesday's wetting.
Philippine service.
care Sun.
616 Broadway.
4
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HENS WILL LAY
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Clood Conc:tition

guck, Al!lip

Jpecial `Offerings'

Horses Will Pull

Vhis Week

Cows Will Pay

Hogs Will Fatten

Hart has the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
_makes them all do their level best
for U. Try it. It's cheap but good.

GEO. O. HART & SONS CO
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men, whom se anal could vote. do
attire the ft-Sue-hide. -They know
bow many votes they can control
without going to the polls, and after
all, therein lies womaa's opportunity
to influence elections.

THE- PAD-66AR

BUTCHERS' SIDE
OF CONTROVERSY
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BJELIUTY AND THE BEAST.
RecOnertjons of Tee

Famous Circus
Features,

1

FINAL REDUCTION

"Charlie Day originally the expresrsion of 'the $10,000 beauty.' You
SUBSCRIPTION RATES*
We are promised a vote on the
hear that used pretty often, but very
Metered at the postoMcs at PaH111111111. tiresome Smoot
question in the Unit- Are Willing to Abide
IL7., as second class matter.
Any few persons know just where it came
ed States senate February 20. There
THE DAILY SUE
from. It occurred to Charlie Day's
Reasonable Rules
By carrier, per week
$ .1') is a deal of politics and a deal of rebright mind many years ago that a
By mail, per month, in advance .26 ligious prejudice mixed
in the case,
good advertising stunt would be to
By mail, per year, in advance.. 2.10 and the real
merits are not known
offer a prize of $10,000 for the most
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year, by mall. postage paid—SLIP outside the senate committee rooms. They Feel Injustice Will He Done if beautiful girl in America under the
Address THE SUN. Paducah, Ky.
Fortunately, the political prejudice
They Are Compelled to Move
stipulation that she would allow the
Oftlea 111 South Third.
Outside.
Phones 51$ involved will offset the religious prejshow to exhibit her for one year after
Payne a Young, Ohioans sail Heir udice, and thus justice may be done
the award of the prize.
fork representatives.
the senator from Utah and the peo"There were a good many catchy'
THE SUN can be found at the folloW- ple.. Charges . were preferred against
SANITARY SLAUGHTER HOUSES. features to the game, as you can see
places:
Smoot, that his obligations as an
It D. Clements A Oa
for yourself. The competition was
Van Celli
'
, Bros.
apostle in the Mormon church disfrightful, and we had the greatest
Palmer House.
qualifies him to perform the duties
John Wilhelm's.
difficulty in judging just who was the
of a public official under the constiFrom the viewpoint of the butch- best out
of hundreds of girls and
tution and laws of the United States. ers in the city, the attitude of the thousa
nds of photographs that were
While,---it-trr not charged that he lives two boards of health, city atid•-,
..yai- submitted to us. Louise Montagu was
In polygamous relation, it is claimed ty, that they cannot operate slaugh- the first
beauty, and we advertised
by his prosecutors that the ,church ter houses e'ther in the city or coun- her from
THURSDAY, JANUARY 31.
one end of the country to
winks at, if It does not encourage, ty, places them in a predicame .
other.
the practice of polygamy. This is de- which has no choice for them. The
CIB.01.TLATION STATEMENT.
"John Robinson, In his show, got
nied, and the questmn becomes rath- only way out of it, if the two boards on to the
December-190d.
same game, and played
their
17....a...3963 er technical. It does appear from the maintain
3930
positions, seems Frankie Bailey for his exhibit
. He
3890
.3921 outside that the Mormon church ex- through a central abattoir. Discuss- advertised her as a $10,000
18
beauty,
ing
the
ercises
undue
influen
questio
ce in elections,
n this morning from and everywhere you
4
1$......... 3949
3877
would go you
3868
.3926 wherever the church predominates, the butchers' viewpoint Mr. Charles would see a Robinson placard with
tO
Smith,
but
whethe
said:
r
church'
the
s influence,
tells legend staring you in the face.
3938
"As far as T am concerned, and I Franki
Contains all Men's Suits and
22
3939 and Reed liSmoot's relations to the
e got a lot of free advertising
Includes $25.00, $22.00 and
All finest $40.00, $35.00 and
3894
3939 churcheire such as to disqualify him, think I voice the sentiments of the this way, but Louise was really the
24
Overcoats that sold for $15.00
$20.00
Suits
and
Overco
ats.
$30.-00
Suits and Overcoats,
10.s.a.....3874
3961 is a question that most newspapers other butchers, I would suggest that first $10,000 beauty.'
20
and $12.50; as long as they
She was a
We
don't
want
to
carry
them
rigid
and
the
rules
people
remain
will
decide
for
der of the handaccordi
the
sanitar
ng
to
11
y conduct peach, too.
3881.
27
.3925
are here, your fit and choice
over and intend to close out.
somest clothing ever shown
12.........3927
3932 their political 'bent, and the intoler- of slaughter houses be approved by
28
"It's odd how the mind works,
in the lot for
the board of health and sufficiently but
They go at, choice
13
3934
29
3599 ance of their religious belief.
in Paducall, choice
just after talking about the $10,heavy
fines be imposed as a penalty 000 beauty
14
3921
3888
31
and Frankle Bailey, as I
to insure the practical application of stand
GOOD ROADS STATISTICS.
39141,
here looking at you, I think of
According to Ocetlier's figures, be- the rules. 'their objection
to the Zip, Barnum's 'What Is It?'.
Total
97,921
Average for December, 1906...3,917 tween 'he beginning of 1896 and the slaughter houses in the city, is that
"On, go ahead, don't mind Me,"
Average for December, 1906...3,740 close of 1906, New York spent out of they- are a nuisance. large packing interrupted his companion deprecather state treasury the sum of $50,- houses are situated in tne heart of ingly.
"Think ahead. I don't mind
00•0,000 in the important work of big cities and it ought to be possible it
at all."
Increase
177 making 'roads good where roads had to regulate them in Paduca
h so that
"No offense, no offense," said Mr.
Personally appeared
before In% been bad, and during the same period they would not be objecti
onable.
Dawson hastily. "I was just struck
this, Js.n. la- 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- the counties of the state expend
"Take my position for instance. If with
ed the
the peculiar-way- things came
eral manager of The Sun, who at- same amount, making New York
the I am ordered to move my slaughter out. You would not Inink
that the
firms that the above statement of leader in the work with a ten year house into the country
two miles or picture of old Zip should cross
my
circula
the
tion of The Sun for the expenditure of $10.0,400,000 or
more, it will necessitate my moving
mind just after it had held that of
month of Dec., 19,46, is true to the 0 O0,0.00 per annum. Certainty that to the country also,
because I must Frankie Bailey, for there wasn't
any
bast of his knowledge and belief.
Is a very large amount to spend in be near it. Connected with me are
resemblance at all.
one
three
year
on
familie
the
making
s, which would have to
PETER PURYEAiR,
of good
"Zip was a darky who the show
415To
P
tir
•
roads—but the beauty of it is that move out also, and that would throw
Notary Public.
EltarCO)
picked up down South. We shaved
El R.0A El W'11"1r
My commission expires January New York is proceeding in the work three of my houses vacant. The same off much of
his hair, whitened hia
with increasing expenditures for good thing would be necessary for
22, 19.08.
many yebrows, blacked the hollows under
ctilU "
lb WA
Mae
roads, and the farmers of the state other butchers in the city.
his eyes, hicg a ring from his nose,
are exceedingly joyful over the fact
"We
have
and
no
then put chains on him and turnquarrel with the
Daily Thought.
ll""Iliss.t11-ete+11t1P°4
because of the enormous saving they members of
1iiiellnsAIll"NlIse.4•111.411111
the board of health.They ed him loose.
"The strong man is the one who
111.4l,16
make in hauling their products to doubtless are
has mastereed his weaknesses."
doing their duty as
"There was a great stunt we had
market, or to the railway station or they see It.
out
all Caucasian competition in
The only thing is, we in small towns where we wanted to
-to she wharfboats
every occupation which be enters,
think we have interests which it stir up interest in the side
WOMAN'S RIGHTS.
show.
The
It is not herd to see why they re- seems are being'
Chinese coolie did a
needlessly sacrific- press agent would go into 'the tent Just as th
Pending in the Illinois legislature, joice. The saving a farmer
would ed. I want to codduct my business
in where the 'wild
man' was kept. quarter of a century ago. He has alIs a measure, extending the franchise make because of good roads
would a sanitary way and am willing
to There would be frightful snarling and ready driven the cherry orchardist
to women, except in elections of immeasurably exceed
the amount of abide Ir'v the rules they lay down."
rattling of chains, and then whoop- out of the productive 'Vacs. Valley,
fudges. Indiana's female suffrage taxes paid for the making
of roads
la!
Under the canvas there would about sixty miles north of San Franbill comprehends al; town and city as they ought to be made.
'Moreover
come
Zip with a demoniac counten- cisco. But it is in the latter city that
For Sale or Dent.
elections. Ohlo permits Wetnen to the work is being done
90 careftrIlry,
Two story frame residence in ance and yetie•that•would st4r a hyena he is the greatest menace. To epeak
vote for .rcht•ol trustees. Why wom- especially with referen
ce to the found- choice
t•-•tret atve-t-7'
locality on Jefferson street, to emulation. Then the press agent specifically, let us take the case of a
en should be allowed to vote at all, ation, that the prospec
t of increased conveni
ent to city. Ten bed rooms, would stagger out with his clothing cobbler. He has learned his trade
and then be restricted In the right of taxation for good roads grows
smaller kitchen, dining
in his own country. He has scarcely
room, two pantries, all rumpled and awry.
suffrage, is beyond the ken of logical with each year,
" 'Stop him! My God, stop him!' set foot in that city, when he rents a
trunk rooms, closets throughout, atIntellect. The Illinois law Idea is alPennsylvania is not to be considertic, bath room, latticed back porch, he would yell, throwing his hands dingy little room in close proximity
most insulting, as though under tires- ed as out of the runnin
g in the race
two large hails, all hardwood finish up in the air, and then the show to a white shoemaker who has been
sure the men would permit the wom- for good roads notwith
standing she
down stairs. Rooms large, newly pa- hands, who were ready for the game, established in that location for many
en to vote, but to preserve the purity is not up to the rank
of New York.
pered and attractive. Situated on an would rush out from behind wagons years. Then the little brown man
of the judietary, except it from the SN'tthin the past six
years she has
pets up his sign and announces his
elevated lot 50x165. There is a gcsid and tents and give glad pursuit.
wholesale surrender, In Ohio it expended from
her state treasury the
scale
of prices. A perusal of the lat"At
last
commodious stable, coal house and
they would get up close
would appear that the very opposite sum of $6.01)10,00.0.
Individual cities
other out-buildings on the premiees. to the wild man and some fleet per- ter shows that he asks about oneis the intention, and the hope of bet- and districts have
expended in addiYard is well shaded and amply pro- son would make a daring tackle. half the amount charged by his white
tering the school situation prompted tion the sum of $1,5.00
,000, making
vided with concrete and bricked pave- Then all the shew hands would come neighbor for similar work. Graduthe legislature to invite feminine par- a six-year total
of $7,54)0,000, a most
ments. For rent at $55 per month or running up, eager for a chance to ally his business Increases, while that
ticipation in the selection of the trus- creditable showing.,
In Pennsylvania,
for sale at
tees. Indiana warms, no doubt. as in New York,
H. C. HollinsTrue- Jump on Zip. It was worse than a of his white neighbor diminishes.
the road tax is paid
The white man, with a white man's
football game.
heart
Bldg, Telephone 127.
think woman's sphere has sufficiently with cheerfulness
for the farmer
"The rubes, of course, for whose habits of living, trying to bring up his
broadened under the freedom of our knows that good
roads save him
benefit this was all done, were usual- little family decently and honestly,
Institutions to awaken an interest in largely from expense
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
s, and the merly by this time either miles up the trying if you please, to give his childlocal affairs, particularly if she is a chant knows
Palmer
--Basil
Duke, Cincinnati;
that good roads bring
country making record -breaking time ren the benefit of a good education,
taxpayer.
the farmer to his counters and his W. P. Robinson, Louisville;
J. L.
or roosting in tall trees as if a bull finds that he has been brought face
Welds,
Cincinn
ati;
L. T. Earley, CinIn the groat west where, racial, bargains.
were after them. From the heap of to face with an alien competitor whose
creed. political, sexual and social disIn Mil, there are nineteen out of cinnati; G. H, Kummer. Chicago; J.
material wants are few, and who can
tinoticrris are minimized in the wide the forty-five states giving state aid W. Day, Owensboro; W. L. Moore circus men on the ground Zip would
subsist on fare on which a Caucasian
at
lest
eme-ge
,
and,
held firmly by
latitude of thought and action., wom- to roads with their political subdt- Chicago; W. H. Clymer. Philadelphia;
Old Phone 481-a.
New Phone 743-a
J. E. Robbins, Mayfield; W. F. Cow- nis broken chains and frothing at the would starve. He tries to stand it
en vote "just like men," but in the visionli adding largely to the
work
for a while, but sooner or later, when
mouth,
he
would
per,
be
led
back to durSmithiand; L. L. Harris, Cedar
older communities men are eat ending • from their munJcipak and county
he sees the blanched faces, of his litFails, Ia.; George DarePI, Wickliffe; ance vile.
Nimble residence sections of San Fran- not serve
the right of suffrage, hesitatingity, not treasuries.--Fo I tcm Leader.
to.establisti a more cordial
tle ones, when he begins to realize
"We
used
to
pay
A.
Egan,
him
H.
cisco. They would offer the land- relatio
$1 per day
Louisville; D. B. Morris,
grudgingly, watching the effect with
nship between the races. One
that
he
cannot
provide
extra
for
for
them as lords twice and thrice
every time we did this stent,
St. Louis; E. S. Swanson, Chicago.
apprehension. There is not a reatee amounts must also bear in mind that
PINAFORE UP-TO-DATE.
has been his wont, the iron enters
at this
Belvedere--J. H. Altman, Louis- and it was worth it. .It was a sight
they were berfig paid by white tenants time, by
sonable man, who b4illieves that womThe conundrum of toe hour is
reason Of the conflagration,
his
soul.
He
begins
for
to
sore
underst
eyes to see the joyous way in
and and after the latter had been disposville; B. L. Buseey, Clinton; J. Hailen are. not ss intelligent as men and Swettenham. Every body
houses for rent were exceedingly
be wonderwhich those circus men jumped on that this unequal competition means sessed would
bron, Louisville; C. H. Bailey,
juFs as capable of the right use of ing what made
open Japanese boatsl- scarce, and men"-of the
Chihim do it, and nothat
families thus
he
must
mine
him
down,
when
to
..
t
e
once
cago; George Allen, Louisville: W.
Jap- ing houses with swarms of occupan
they got litn to the
the ballot (Heavens help them if they body can 'find out.
H.
ts dIsposeeesed 'clad to iseeic homes
London is as
on
Mathis, Loulaviile; Bunk Gardner, ground. They did it with a wild aban anese's standard of living or he must In those desirable residences.
were not") Rut man has placed wom- much In the dark
When the other side of the Bay of
about the matter
San
don that would have deeply wounde quit the neighborhood in which he the white
Mayfield.
an on a pedestal. He Would 'keep as Washington. .You
d
man
saw
he
was
being
oustFrandago,—,Itillus Kahn, in the Inmay say that
New Richmond—Mrs. H. P. Rider. Zip's sensibilities if he hadn't been has been established these many years ed to make way for the Orients
her above :sordid things, and the elec- it takes an Englishman
' it did dependent,
to read an
to
begin
anew
the
so.
struggl
busy
e
for
looking
exout for his physical
tion Is of that kind.
Englisnman, but Mayfair and White- Memphis; C. H. Eggaier, Canton;
istence in some other section which
welfare."--Baltimore Sun.
George Doubleday, Nashville; J.
We see no reason, as a master of chapel are alike at
A.
sea as to Swetteuice little brown man bas-not as yet
Faris,
Decatur, Ala.; H. Pelsen, Evright, why a woman should not vote. ham. He has all
of them side-stepInvaded.
ansville; Torn Hardin, Rock
Absent-Minded.
She owns property, she claims the ping.
Castle;
I have not overdrawn the picture.
Represe
M.
E.
ntative
Hackett
Mann
protection of the flag, tale has eons
, Flint, Mick; J. W.
of Illinois, is
In groping around for reasons why
Chambers, Arlington; W. N. Allison absent-minded, so much so that it It has its counterpart. in practically
and daughters, and is Interested in Swettenham has
,
seized the occasion
every street In San Francisco. It is
bothers him a great deal.
Wring°; J. N. Kir keno's. Union v
the moral and politital welfare of the of a sober interna
tional episode to
"I can't explain it," he told Rep- such conditions that ultimately lead
1111-; Hodge Decker, Mound City, IS.:
nation.
exploit himself AR a Dogberry, it
is J. R. Chandler,
resentative Boutelle, "but it
L`nthusiasts insist that women will surmised that 'nix
Birdsville.
wor- to bloodshed and race riot. We want,
conduct was inries me a vett deal."
by all means, to avoid anything of
purify the ballot and add an over- spired by resent
ment of President
that
"Oh'
kind. We are peaceable, lawyou
are
not
whelming reinforcement to the Muse Roosevelt's
absentFor
minded."
Stile.
attitude toward Jamaican
Doub1/' frame house, two stories. Bontetle said. 'An
absent-minded abiding' citizens, but we want the
of righteousness. But in the breast negroes in Panama
. Others explain
four blocks from Broadway on South man is one who thinks he has left Japaneee coolie kept out of our State.
Of the average man there is batancesi the incident' by the
president's refusal
his watch a: home and then pulls it Nox do we tnink we are unreasonable
Third street, between Clark and
the question. "Will women uplift poi. to accept British
Adaid for San Francisout of his pocket to see if he has In our demand. If similar conditions
ams, 18 rooms, 8 on each side.
itka, or wilt politics tower women?" co. Again, there
Sewis the notion that
time enough to go home and get lt." confronted the citizens of Maseachnterage conneolon, gas and city
Good men go to the. polls on elee- something devolve
was on a man with a
efts, we feel confident that they, too,
ter. Lot 72x173 feet with stable,
tkm day and brush elbows with the name like Swetten
coal
natn.
would feel as we do. The Japanese
JAL'S TN CALIFORNIA.
'sera/ and the bribe taker. Give woBut none of these theories takes house and other out building's, conIn his native land Is a great
crete
side-wa
men the ballot, and will the good
lks
and
brick
fisherstreet In
wo- the affair out of the realm of pure
front of premises Excellent bacatio Why the White* Object So Strongly man. Suppose 10,000 of these Japmen go to the polls and brush elbowa conjecture.
n
Until science evolves
anese fishermen shonal settle near
to the Little Brown Men.
for boardita house Price $4,000..
with the had women' Oh, the latter some plan by
H.
which experts can take
The Japanese coolie whoc mes to Gloucester and embark in the codC. Hollins, Trueneart Bldg,
will be there, just as the bad men are a look at the Inside
Teleof the heads of
California, for the most part, is not fishing Industry. Would the (Houma
phone 121.
always there. The had women would persons like
Swettenham their acts
an unskilled laborer. He is a cobbler, tor fishermen stand for it with equanreinforce the corrupt ion fats, suet to must remain a
(Tense mystery.
tailor gardener, cook, waiter, or one imity, or would they, like their breth
counterbalance the effect of their
But that Is no reason why some
YOU DON'T HAIM TO Welt
or otner of a dozen classes of work- ren in California, raise their voices
votes and Influence the better women clever libretti
Remy dose makes you feel better.
La-Poi
st should not seize the
keeos vow Whole fealties Hight.
would have to attend the pegla and radiant opportu
He can, In indignant protestli And so with
Sold em the men,.as the case may he.
nity . offered by the mosey-back plan eserywhert
Pelee let
and doe; live just as cheaply as the every ether community and every
vole
The bad women would work. Kingston inciden
t to eclipse the
Chinaman. A handful of rig., a lit- other '!ass of workmen.
We
the good women AIM time opera of "Pinafore,"
the chef d'oeuMaude—"Tom Is
strange fellow. tle dried fish and a cup of tea
from their household duties to mix vre of Gilbert
Since the disastrotti conflagration
make
and Sullivan.—Kansas He proposed to ine in church last
Sun a square meal for him
actire.y in poldtles7
Ana we feel of last April the situatiori has beet
City Times.
day during the sernlon."
nflaylnestl that If he be allayed to latanitlfted by the Manner In which
What womb, be die effect on cap
Tielle-"Are you sure he wasn't
come to thew, shores in undlmlnlah- many white tenants were practica
women! It's A sinlous loeation, and
lly
There woe many touching kreitlients talking in his sleep
dear?"—Bostop Ltd numbers he will ultimately drive evicted from their
it Is solgoititunt that most of 4,1:00 wo- In the career
homes by Japanof a Chronic borrower, Transcript.
eft. The latter elected to establish'.themselves in one of the most
de-
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All Records Are Broken for Reduced Prices on
Strictly High Class Clothing

Note the latest reductions on Suits and Overcoats; compare the new,
fresh stocks we offer with the selected lots trf "odds and ends" and
accumulated old stocks offered you elsewhere. Remember also we
included Black and Blues and Raincoats; others never did this for you
before. The New Store stands alone for the people.

yr

14040.1

Lot No. 1

Lot No. 2

$8.40

$1325

Lot No. 3

$18.00

We're Reducing Prices on Shirts, Underwear, Pants and Boys'
and Children's Clothing

Reduction
Prices
Le Cash

Reduction
Prices
Are Cash

NNOUNCEMENT
We have closed a contract with
the Fairbanks Morse & Co. for
the sale of their Marine and
Stationery Gasoline Engines,
and Mill gladly furnish prices
and full information on request.

mono.

S. E. Mitchell
326-328 South Third St.

10 TO 15 PER CENT ADVANCE

ON ALL GAS STOVES
After Present Stock is Sold

ALL STOVES IN STOCK
Will be sold,at 1906 prices until
March 1st

BUY

l
l

NOW

THE

Paducah Light

4 Power Co.

a

•
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These were: Mrs. William Bonbon, of
Georgia: Miss Wed, of Kansas;
Miss Schnieder, of Indiana; Miss
Rhea, of Tennessee.
The club prize was captured by
Miss Marjorie Bagby and the visitMusical Program for Woman's Club. ors' prize went to Miss Wood. A pretCircuit
1.
The Woman's club tei meeting this ty luncheon was served.
The Evansville Pre- .. d Brick comafternoon at the parish
house of
pany this. morning secured a verdict
Five Hundred Club.
Grace Episcomo church A business
for
$10,180.80
against Edward
Mrs. Saunders A. Fowler was the
session was held at 2:30 o'clock and
Bridges, of Wabash, Ind., for a balat 3 o'clock the musical department hostess of the Five Hundred cant, ance owing on brick. Bridges was
of the club of which Mrs. James yesterday afternoon at her 'mime given damages against the beet( cone
is the chairman, had charge. "Edgewood." It was a very delight- pane in the sum of $1,000. The EvThe following is the attractive pro- ful affair with seven tables of guests. ansville firm sold Bridges brick with
The club prize was taken by Mrs. NV.
gram for the afternoon:
which to pave Paducah streets. OrPiano solo—"Murmuring Breezes," A. Gardner and the visitors' prize ders were delayed and Bridges
sufby Jensen Menann, Miss Mary 130:l- was won by Mrs. Clarence Sherrill. fered loss of time and money, ha
An
attractive luncheon 'followed the claims.
ing.
Refusing to pay a claim of
Soprano solo—"D- ie Doreli," by game. The out-of-town guests pres- $11,180.80 balance on the brick
If feeling good
ent
Mrs.
were:
William Sanders, of
Franz List, Mrs. Lelia Wade Lewis.
dhipments, he was sued, and filed a
Columbus, Miss.; Mrs. S. C. Green, of counter
Paper—Miss Virginia Neweit.
claim of $12,000 damages
Bass solo— (Selected) Mr. Robert Henderson; Miss Mabel Hart, of for delays. he evidence consumed
Henderson; 344ss Belle Lockett, of
Scott.
all of yesterday. The jury returned a
Duet — (Selected) Mrs. David Henderson,
verdict this morning, giving Bridges
If fed properly
Flournoy and Mr. Richard Scott_
$1:0110 damages, and averdict to the
Theater
Parties
Last
Night.
Soprano solo — (Selected) Miss
brick firm for all sued for above that
Mrs. William Hughes gave a dou- amount.
Anne Bradshaw
Piano duet---"Don Pasquale," -by ble box party last evening at the
J. W. Jackson aga:nst the Paducah
missed the +handle of the door and his
to see Charles Traction company in
Donizetti, Mies Ada Brazelton and Kentucky theater
tribrrillsomilisowilkaadharrilhowiltratillho
wthich Jackson
sight arm went through the glass
Hanford in "Julius Caesar." Toe received
If treated right
Mrs. George B. Hart.
a verdict for $100 damages,
panel. A deep gush was cut in his
guests of honor were: Mr. and Mrs. defendant
filed a motion with reawrist. Dr. W. J. Base dressed the
William Sanders, of Columbus, Miss.; sons
Card Party This Afternoon.
for a new trial.
injury.
Mn, Helen Hecht is entertaining Mrs. S. C. Green, of Henderson; Miss
Max 'B. Nahm against F. W. Kat—Sexton, the sign
writer, all
at cards this afternoon at her home Belle Lockett, of Henderson,and Miss terjohn is on trial. Mr.
Katterjohn
kinds of sign and advertising wrising,
on West Broadwtay, in 'honor of Mrs. Mabel Hart, of Henderson. Others of Put an additional story on the
—For Di. Pendley ring 416.
Cotine painting of every charactec, in—Drink Belvedere the master
J. Jacobi, of San Francisco; Mrs. Ber- the party were: Mr. and Mrs. L. A. lumbia building owned by Mr. Nalen
side work and carriage painting and
Washington:
Mrs. Hughes McKnight; and rain came
brew.
nard Well, of Cleveland, Ohio; Miss
through while tne roof
repairing. Phone 401
Blum, of Nashville; Miss Levy, of Mr. Cade Davis.
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
400%
was'off
damaging
the Register news—Mr. Clyde Young has resigned New
The guests of Mrs. John W. Kell- paper plant.
Orleans; Miss ()arrie Weil, of
Broadway, Phone 196.
The proprietor of the
his position as solicitor far the Paduer and Mrs. Joseph L. Friedman in newspaper
Cleveland.
—Matt Cowart' is wanted by the
recovered damages from
cah Light and Power company and
their box last evening were: Dr. and Mr. Nahm.
Paducah police 'on suspicion of stealhas
accepted
a
similar
one
with
the
Mrs. Victor Voile; Mrs. Leopold
Dance Tonight.
ing.a pistol from John West, a resiSt. Louis Light and Power company,
The younger society men sill en- Friedman Miss Frances Wallace and
dent of Ie Center.
Suite Filed.
of St. Leols, Mo.
tertain with a dance this evening at George Wallace, Jr.
—When you order a rig from us
The Continental' Insurance compa—Don't ,fall to attend the dance the
Miss Etne4 Brooks and her popu- ny
Knights of Pythias hall.
you are talking to one of the proagainst W. A. McClure and oth
Friday night at the old Edits hall
lar guests, Miss Schroeder, of In- era,
prietors or capable clerks (not a
to enforce a lien on property to
given by the Idta.gnoble. Grove Wooddianapolis; Miss Wood, of Wichita. secure
driver or hostler) who writes, files
As You Like It Club.
a judgment for $113.50 heremen circle.
Mr. and Mrs. George Waliace will Kansas: Dr. I. B. Howell; Messrs. tofore rendered.
and fills the oredr at appointed time.
—Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
entertain this evening at their home leuis Rieke; Jr. and Edwin J. PaxPalmer Transfer Co.
J..H, Crouch against W. B. Smith
—W. A. Gardner, U. S. commis- Fraternily building to 525 Broadway on North Ninth street, in compli- ton occupied the fourth box last ev- for $5,000. The petition states the
next
to Regis.ter buildiag. Office ment to the As You Like It club.
ening.
sioner, reports nightly raids on his
two were in partnership in manucoal amuse. Several similar reports phones 870, retidence 272.
facturing telegraph pole crossartns,
Miss Halite Moorman, of Mayfield, and
—The iareted States civil service
Program for Alumni Meeting,
are .received from different portions
FOR RENT—Two story Ave room
after dissolution. January 1,
The Paducah High School Alumni passed through Paducah yesterday en 1907, Smith
commission announces the following
of the city.
residence on
Jefferson street on
refused to settle.
6—City subscribers to the Daily examinations for this district:
As- will meet tomorrow afternoon at 4 route to Louisville to visit Mrs. Trestreet oar line, half block from FounSun who wish the delivery of their sistant assayer, mint and assay, ser- o'clock at the High school auditorium vor Whayne.
tain avenue. Apply W. D. Greer or
In Bankruptcy.
Mr. John G. Miller went to Frankpapers stopped must notify our col- vice, and second class (or assistant) on West Broadway. After the busiC. E. Jennings.
W. D. Melton, of Bandana, has
lectors or make their requests di- steam eneeneer, custodian service,for ness session the following attractive fort yesterday on legal business.
been summoned to appear before FedWANTED—Young lady bookkeepMiss Mabel Roberts is ill from fe- eral
rect to Tna Sun office. No attention February 27; supervising drainage musical program ;ill be rendered:
Judge Walter Evans at LouisIt wouldn't pay for a merchant to er. of experience, and who underPiano duet—Mrs. Lewis and Miss ver at her home, 314 Ohio street.
will be paid to such orders when engineer, department of agriculture;
ville February 7 and show cause why advertise unless he could always make stands the use of the Remington type
Mrs. William Booton, of Atlanta, he should not
given to our carriers. Sun Pub, Co. irrigation manager, department of Puryear.
be forced Into bank- it pay you to read his advertisements. writer. Apply in own headwriting,
Vocal solo—Mdse.Nail1e Hen nebers Ga., will leave Saturday for Helena, ruptcy. Several. firms, Hank Bros.,
Pad ucan agriculture; and irrigation farmer,
—Drink . Belvedere the
and be prepared to furnish reference.
Ark., to attend pe wedding of Miss
•
department of agriculture. March 6. get.
beer. '
this city. artiong them, filed a PetiIncluded among those who will J. E., care The Sun.
Piano solo—Miss Maabere Beret. Lalah Martin and Mr. Fred Burilette. tion asking thataleleon be forced
—Upright pianos from $150 to
-.--Mr. Charles B. Han for
the acinto read, your waist ad. are probabla twoWANTED--For U. S. Army: AbleVocal solo--Mrs. Lela W. Lewis.
Mrs. John S. Bleecker has gone to bankruptcy.
tor, addressed the Mgt school Yes- $200, to reduce our stack of slightly
thirds of the people to whom your bodied unmarried men between ages
Piano diret—Missee Eirazelton and Nashville to visit her parents, Mr.
terday afternoon at 3:34 o'clock His used pianos we make these offers. W.
Wade Brown, Deputy U. S. Mar- paotrosition would appeal. The other of 21 and 35; citizens
of United
Puryear.
and Mrs. Hamilton Parks.
tak was interspersed with recitations. T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
Shea went to Smith and today to third of them can probably be reached States, of
good character and temMrs. Lola Bringburst Epperson serve papers on Jesse D. Foley
—The Sadies of the Tenth Street
He advocated the eatablishment of a
sum- by subeequent insertions.
perate habits, who can speak, read
Christian Church will give a church
and Miss Mollie .Claiborne, of Nash- moning him to appear beofre Federal
Important Called Meeting.
national theater.
and write English.. For information
The mothers of the children who ville. returned heme yesterday after Judge Walter Evans February
—Get your meals at Whiteihead's social and candy sale Friday night at
9 and
You—if you are a merchant— apply to recruiting officer, New Richrestaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad the church.
members and , will take part in the "Chrysanthe- attending the welding of Mrs. Epper" show cause why he Should not be
All
Should write more for publication mond House, Paducah, Ky.
mum dance" of "Flower Carnival" son's ateaker.4,16te,
Nice, polite service guaran- friends invited.
days.
dward ,BrIng- thrown into bank ru ptcy. Ideashal
than any -"popular author' or jour—The Ladies' Mite Society of the for the Public Fountain fund, are burst.
teed.
Brown will then go to Hampton, Liv- nalese
And even if you write Jess
CHILDREN'S HOME SOCIETY.
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech will leave ingston county, to serve papers in
—For high-grade arallpaper see First Baptist church will meet Fri- asked to meet tomorrow morning at
than the average literary author you
ltro'clock
day
in the parlors of the Pal- Sunday ter New York, whence she the bankrupt case of J. K. Nelson &
afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs.
Kelly & Umbaugb, 321 Kentucky Av.
probably have a greater number of Mr. huts hens in Paducah Collecting
mer House. Every mother is ur- sails February 7 for Europe.
—Belvedere beer is a home pro- J. R. Puryear, 806 Broadway.
Sons.
readers, in this city,. than any of
Funds for It.
gently
requested
Miss
to
Remember
Belle Lockett, of Henderson,
that.
duct.
be Present as it
Cecil Reed, trustee in bankruptcy them.
Mr. John W. Hutchen, district anis very important.
HOOLIGAN MISSING,
will return home Saturday. She is the of John Ballinger,
—Mrs. S. Hassan, of Memphis, has
Gilbertsville,
EAT at Whitehead* restaurant.
perinteadent of the Kentucky Chitguest of Mrs. Mildred Davis.
written Chief of Police James Col-Marshall county, sold a gasoline boat
ROOMS—For rent with board, 24,2 drens' Home Society, Louisville. Ky.,
And They Are All After Him.
Mr. John G. Rehkopf is in Cincin- at private sale yesterday to Thomas
lins asking that a 16-year-old boy,
D. A. R. Chapter.
arrived last night for a ten days: stay
Fourth
There are twenty policemen, twenThe Paducah chapter Daughters of nati.
who ran away from Memphis, be arcCullogh, ef,Gilhertsville, for $750. South
Mr. Robert Williams. the bicycle
rested if caught here. The woman ty-five grocery wagon delivery clerks, the American Revolution, wia hold
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring in Paducah. He is here to collect the
annual contribution from Paducahfailed to glee a description or state two detectives, a dozen general col- the regular February meeting; tomor- dealer, is recovering from an attack
437 F. Levin.
Federal Court.
ans to thP'home. "We have some Palectors, half a dozen newspaper can- row afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mn. of appendicitis.
who he Is.
The West Kenturky Coal company
H. H. MEYER, the fresco artist.
ducahans who give annually as high
W. F. Cowper, of Smithland, is in has filed suit in federal court against Old phone 1561.
— Dr. J. V. Voris
dentist, 200 vassers to say nothing of mail car- L. S. DuBois on Fountain avenue. The
as $25," Supt. Hutchen stated. "I'
riers and otners who get about, look- meeting will be opened by responses the city.
Fraternity Building. —
the Cumberland River Mining comFOR RENT—Storeroom, ,Fifth & have been sent
here instead of Dr. I.
Judge J. E. Robbins, of Mayfield, pany for $1,000, the value of a barge.
—Place your orders for wedding ing for "Hooligan", the pedigree bull to roll call with quotatlons from
Jefferson st-eels. John Dean.
W. Bruner, who has been collecting
George
Washington, in honor of his is in the city.
invitations at home. The Sun Snows terrier puppie, white, and about four
Last summer the towing company
ROOM and board, 46-8 WaShington. in Paducah for several years. We
as great an assortment as you find months cued. He will be retevered, birth month, and the members are
Superintekdent Agalaselletilehsf the rented a barge from the mai comphone 250.0.
Old
•
have taken in about 20 children fromrequested
to come prepared for this, 'Louisville division of the Illinois pany and it was stink in Cumberland
anywhere at prises much lower than and the person holding him will
CLO1 HES cleaned and repaired. Paducah since we started the home,
avoid inevitable prosecution by an and also, to be present promptly at Central, is in the city.
you pay eirewhere.
river in tow by the Terre Haute.
and have met with the greatest of
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a. —
—Don't fall to attend the dance early surrender of the dog to Will J. 3 p. m.
Mrs. J. E. English and son James,
enseatagement and success everyFriday night at the old Flee hall Dicke or The Sun -office.
Jr., and sister, Mrs. Fred Rudy, went
OVERSTREET,
the
painter.
New
In Police Court.
where.
Entertained Friends
given by the Mtagnolts. Canova Woodto Lexington. Tenn., this morning.
The names of Will Beckenbach, J. phone 1026, old phone 1)75.
Miss Lilian Dicke, of Wheeler ayeJersey Camp No. 10.
men circle.
Mr. H. Hall and wife, of Irondale. H. Robertson and
WANTED--'M'essenger with vrhee.
Robert Harris.
AN members are requested to at- ,nue, entertained a few friends at her Mo., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. R. white, charged with drunkenness, East Tannest)** Telephone Co.
--You know your cul:ing cards
(Prow rp Old Home.
are correct when they come from The tend the meeting tonight as matters home last evening.
Hall, or the south side.
Mrs. Elizabeth Greif lee last nigat.
were the only ones entered on the
• ..
408T—Buneh of
'
eight keys. FindSun. Scrip cards and plate $1.50 a of meeting of Head camp U. Marca
for Columbni. Mies., re make her
Miss Dixie Eubanks, who has been pollee arrest blotter, and Special
er will bei liberally rewarded if left
12 and 13 will come up before the
Entre Nous Club,
111, is convalescent.
hundred, he Old English $3.
home with ter daughter. Mrs. Lee
Judge J. S. Ross being busy at cir- at this office.
The Entre Nous club was delightMisses Clara Belie and Caroline cuit court; no police court was held
Shanks, formerly Miss Mamie Greif
—The Illinois Central Is damming a camp. All, members of' the Olive
WILLIAMS Furniture exchange, of this city.
fully entertained yesterday afternoon Rieke, of Paducah, will arrive Satur- today.
Mrs. Greif is a well
fifty foot lake at Princeton as an ex- camp are invited.
638 South Third. Furniture bought known
Jay
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Wallace
to
NIRO
Mr
Chariest
J.
at
M.
day
her
CROSS,
Trueliwart
home
C.
C.
resident of Paducah and has
periment, anti if it proves successful
and sold. New phone 900-a.
on North Ninth street. in addition to and with Mrs. W. 0. Bailey will sail
05.0. R. BROADFOOT, Clerk.
lived for 36 years at toe old Greif
Deeds Filed.
It will buy the property and convert
tne
usual
three
York
from
club
on
there
New
tables,
February
for
a
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FOR RENT—Cheap
-W. H. Hudson, administrator, to
three con- home on Kentucky avenue, lately
the- la4te into a reservoir to supply
was one table of out-of-town guests. six months' trip abroad. They will H. W. Ranklq, power of attorney.
Subscribe for The Sun.
necting rooms, with bath, 918 Mon- bough(by the Women's club. She is
water to engines. For years the watravel through Europe and the .Orithe' Widow of Martin Greif, and has
Lizzie Lena Greif to The Woman's roe.
ter supply se Princeton has been inent.—Louisvalle Evening Times.
Club of Paducah, property on Kenadequate end the I. C. is often inWANTED — Stenographer
and many strong friends in Paducah who
Mrs. George lehnhard. of 422 tucky avenue near Sixth street, $4,- typewriter, either -man or lady. Ad- regret her thipartnre.
con venue noel.
South Fourth street who underwent 000.
dress Emerson Floating theater, city,
—Wedd.nig Iltallons, announcea surgical operation a few weeks ago,
Alfred Boyd
to Henry Beaen,
ments an,' every character of enFOR RENT—Three room house, NATURF, AS A RFC0NSTRUCTOR.
has been discharged from Riverside property on the Cairo road, $140.
"Nature repairs her ravages—regraved work is given careful, perwith bath, 315 Ohio street. Inquire
hospital.
The county board of tax book su- West
sonal attention at The Sun.
Kentucky Coal Co., Second pairs them with her sunshine and
Hon. D. A. Cross. judge of the pervisors is now assessing mortgages
with human labor."
—Globe 'Wernicke filing cases and
ane Ohio streets.
Paducah police court, and bride, for- and notes, having finished reviewing
Osteopatny is one of Nature's most
all supplies for them, also the beet
SEND your dollies to the Faultmerly Miss Irma Millen, of Baker's the personal and real assessment on
instruments in repairing her
used
blank
Bee of carbons. A full line of
less Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
Station, Ky. arrived thie morning at the books.
ravages. Take the Osteopathic treatbooks end ad kinds of office supplies;
High & Browder, proprietors. Rots ment
9:30 o'clock and are stopping at the
of headaches, ft locates the priTelephone orders Promptly tilled Old
phones 1507.
Hotel St. Nicholas. They will take
mary cause and removes it, not In
PADUCAH'S
RECRUITS.
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
up their residence at 797 South
LOST—Large purse containing administering a common known sed— We have Slug Shot that will deFourth strett as soon as it is made Thht Antl-Station Rank. With Cities spectacles and ease, on market this ative to on- and all alike, but by a
stroy all Insects on plants; and Plant
ready for tnem.
Having Heatiquartera.
mornine. Finder please return to simple mechanical manipulation.
Food that will make plants grow
Mr. Herbert Hoover returned to- . Though only a sub-station, Padu- this office and receive reward.
So, in digestive disorders OsteopBrunson, b29 Broadway.
cah ranks* along with rne districts
day from Jackson, Tenn.
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-wANTED- -Industrious young man athy restor,s the nervous equilibri--In a new marriage liveries record
themselves which Include several for bookkeeper, stenographer and um to the stomach, bowels, liver,
book received
yesterday afternoon
For Sale.
sub-stations, in the record reir re- office work
Must write good hand pancreas, etc., and a witty of action
from the state printer by County
Frame residence of 12 rooms on cruiting !soldiers for the army
in and have good habits. Address X., established the disorders are readily
Clerk Hiram Smedley, the name of
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controlled and cured.
the parents sand the birthplace of the
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and summer kitchen. Everything in trict is Mt. Vernon with seven `reor the other is disturbed in silk way
ply at the Oat.
•
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•
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athy here again le Nature's cure.
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morning sold household effecta In the
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This is the men who had • want, and know
--Attempting to shut the door of
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$adies' geadq-to-Wear
2epartment

HENS WILL LAY
If in Oood Condition

guck, ghillip

Jpeeial 'Offerings

Horses Will Pull

Yhig Week

Cows Will Pay

Hogs Will Fatten

LOCAL NEWS

Hart has the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
makes them all do their level best
for U. Try it. It's cheap but good.
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6E0.0. HART & SONS CO
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FRIDAY SPECIAL

Some Reasons Why Average Proof
Reader Should be Shown no Quarter
•

TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third -floors of our building, provided wit
h
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists
.

Toe late Julian Ralph used
to tell article Itself told
that it was the his,h a mixture of anno
yance and torian Morley
who was d'aed ..
:imusement of •a curious
thing that
Some of the most absurd effect
the telegraph operators the
s
printers, are achieved,
as has been seen, by
and the proofreaders once did
to him. the omission of a
single letter, but
Mr. Ralph was at tile time
at Seta- the following Insta
nce in an article,
toga during the heiget of
the season telling how to
raise turkeys Is one in
when William C. Whitnev's
enter- which absurdity and
accuracy are by
prise had put new life into the
racing no means ineon
sistent: "Once past
and when Canfield's gambling
estab- the chick stage there
is no general
lishment ran wide open and
was one morality among
them, save about.
of the sights of th.e town.
He had Thanksgiving and
Christmas week."
written an article for a New
York
227 Broadway
Al! that read that "Father Belfo
newspaper In which, he gave chara
rd
cter has
tried for nearly three years to
sketches of Messrs..WhItney and
Canrelieve the congregation of his
field, describing them as each
church
in his on
Sundays" probably wondered if
different way, the two big
men.of
shorter sermons wouldn't do
Saratoga.
it. How
could they knew it was not reall
y the
After calling one evening on
Mr. congregation, but
the congestion that
Canfield the correspondent came
away needed relief! And
You cannot say your home is
they doubtless
and wrote, among other thing
s, that were amazed to
modern and comfortable if your
learn that a certain.
Mr. Canfield wore evening
dress, a apartment was "furn
bathroom fixtures ale old, and
ished With an
ruffled shilt, and talked of Orien
tal lodd jumble of Japan
unsanit
ary.
ese
languages
ceremonies
When it got into type and
Modern plumbing and bath room equipm
Turkish rugs."
Read ."hangent
It read: "Mi. Canfield wore
an even- ings" for "languages
makes your home healthy and comfor
."
table.
ing dress, a ruffled shirt, and
litseasier plumbing fixtures are the most
talked
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., has redurable
of Oriental ceremonlethe'.
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ceive
this bee
d
a
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Mr. Ralph was somewhat chaand add our own guarantee to the manufa
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with read
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ment
of his has ever
delighted.
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"But people will certainly thins more surprfsed the people than this
one: "A -'d let me say to you,"
concentric," said he.
spite the staff of highly trained tinued Mr. Rockefeller, "that no one
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•
establishment 'maintains for the ex- It now Speaking to you."
What young Mr. Rockefeller
press purpose of preventing it. error
really
s
no less absurd are constantly being said he needed was friends, which is
not half so surprising
allowed to go forth to an amus
.,
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matic end book reviewers are
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Kidney Disease

THE PAII;trAH EVENING SUN.
THE

Port that Cardinal Wetter& the archbishop of Paris, had summoned another meeting of the episcopate was
not correct. The cardinal only summoned meetings of the regional assemblages of bishops, to which time
pope's decision was communicated.
The' bishops proposition created a
stir in parliamentary circles. The fo:lowers of ex-Premier Combes were
loud in their assertions that it was
Utterly licacerptable, but the more
moderate republican groups were less
emphatic.
Sees End of StrugaLle.
The serious press welcotnes the
proposal of the bishops as offering
the possibility of an exit from the
struggle. The semi-official Temps
this evening, while it condemns the
Reedlessly imperative tone of the
bishops' resolutions and points out
the absurdity of,. triple to exact in
advance the consent of :16,000 communal mayors, thinks that the vatican's iarde acceptance of the' desirability of accommodating the canonical conditions to the legislation' at
last opens the door to a modus vivend I.

BIG COAL MERGER
IS TALKED ABOUT

4dI

11 Nature has given you kidneys
•to
(haoorpersiteilL)
keep your blood clean and pure. As
112-311
MCA.,
kosIve, set ULM /
the blood flows through them the
ST 0011411es in 15 etit48. poen-ions 85
waste matter it brings from all over
mired or money R.IdPVNDELI Aliso teach my
MAIL. Ca t•logue wilt convince von t •
your body is filtered out through
THIS ilHbT. Call or OICHO
Draueloon's
Vatican and France May Agree
Visit
of
T.
C.
du
Pont
to
Kenmillions of little tubes, so small that
uitalogue.
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
on Plain
they can be seen only under a microtacky Creates Interest
scope. Unless these tiny tubes are
Author of "The Circle." Etc.
kept open, waste matter accumulates
in your blood.
Coperley, 1904. by Hsreer & Brothers
Proposition (severe Contract for AU
l'oal and Coke °milieeircicikport,
If the blood is chilled in any part
Catholic Religious Edifires
us' and Central Coal and Iron
Was $1 a Day.
Ewrdirtag 0 K
of your body, or held back by presin Country.
Conipany.
Art. I IL Leann, Prtpristrom
sure or injury, uric acid turns into
$11$M11=11•11$
little crystals, resembling sharp grains
of tine sand. Over-feeding also may
produce so much waste matter that "But manicuring," she said reproach- Never before had the sensation pre- END OF STRUGGLE IS SEEN
THEY MAY BE CONSOLIDATED
fully, "when you bare such nice bands. sented Itself, but once set up it ran
Nour blood can't keep the uric acid
It was your hands and your eyes, you through, all his susceptibilities. By an
dissolved, and the crpstals are formed.
D. A. Bailey, Props
absurd freak of faney those varying
Your kidneys cannot pass these cryseyes seemed to pierce through his lids,
MErROP91-1S. ILL.
Paris, Jar,. St.—The proposition
tals—they lodge and collect in the
Louisville Jan. 31.—The visit of
almost through his eieballs. The cold
little filtering tubes, where they
Tiearnas Coleman du Pont, of WC- Newest and best hotel in the city
perspiration that was his -daily horror which toe French bishops, with the
scratch and irritate the tender fibres,
miagton. Del., president of tae Amerbroke out on his foretaedd. and at the approval of the pope, have submitRates $2-00, Two large sample
saine moment Fraide, his leader. turn ted to• the government seems to ofjust as grains of sand would do in
ican Delivery company, the so-called
rooms,
Bath rooms.
over
ed,
leaned
the
Electric
back
of
his
seat
your eye. This irritation causes the
fer the first real prospect of an ad-power trust," and president of the
and touched his knee.
pain in your back which warns you of
justment - of the conflict between
Central Coal and Iron company, who lignta. The only centrally located
Chlicote started and opened his eyes.
kidney disease, Bright's Disease and
church and state under the separahas been here for several days past, hotel in the city.
"I-I believe I was dozing," he said
death.,)
tion law. %%Mile it involves a mateis said to presage a business deal of
confusedly.
Csamsreial haulms Solicited'
At the very first sign of kidgreat import to the coal interests of
Prattle smiled his dry, kindly smile. rial modification of tne position taney disease, you must take LIFE
Kentucky and Tennessee. Nothing
"A fatal admission for a member of ken in he last papal encyclical.- the
Trial by Telephone.
PLANT. LIFE PLANT has the
the opposition," he said. "But I' was proposition pet forw ti has all the
Trial by telephone is tae latest less than the merger of the Monon- ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
power of dissolving the hard uric
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
looking for you earlier in the day. appearance of a
timaturn.
from Wisconsin. At Tarrant a Jus- ganela Coal and Coke company and
acid grains, being provided by NaChileote. There is something behind
Whether t
government, in spite tice of the Peace entertained a charge the Central Coal and Iron company
this Persian affair. I believe it to be
ture for just that purpose: You will
of the cos .•ssions made in the inter- against a rural resident who failed Is in sight.
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
a' mere first move on Russia's part.
feel relief from the first, and in a short
est o ellglous peace, will eccept a to appear for a hearing. StraightYou
big
trading
Should
Monongahela
people
the
will
acquire
find
It
time LIFE PLANT will have gently
S
ement based upon the absolute way the court called' up tire alleged the Central Coal and Iron company,
worth watching."
washed every trace of uric acid out of
.%
Chilcote shrugged his shoulders. "Os, recognition of the Roman hierarchy offender on the 'phone, and the fol- it would thereby become
your kidneys (or wherever else it
practically
A:3w
F
I don't know," he said. "I sc
ty remains to be seen. The model con- lowing dialogue ensued:
master of the situation in Kentucky
may exist) and give th organ back
•
;
.
1
believe In it. Lakely put a etch to tract which the bishops have sub"Hello, John," said toe court, "I and Tennessee. For some time past
its blood-purifying powers. thousthe powder in' the St. _.iseirge's, but mitted provides
for
the
virtual
lease
come
you
today."
would
down
wish
work has been steadily in progress
ands have saved themselves by
'twill only be a no- anti a puff of
of the churches in perpetuity to the
"What for?"
taking LIFE PLANT. Read what
on the Green river welch will evensmoke."
"The town marshal has sworn out tuate in the latter company getting Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Mr. joint Lemon, of Wadsworth,
But Fraide jtid not smile. "What is parish priests by the mayors, the
the feeli
re- a warrant against you for beating a navigable outlet to the Ohio. A
.own at Wark?" he asked. leases being for 18 years and
Ohio, says:
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
•
"Has I wakened any interest?"
newable by their successors.
• "In regard to your medicine, I -think it can't be
him up election day. I want to try system of locks and dams is being A, W. WRIGHT,
Master
Wark? Oh, I-I don't quite
beat in the world. Once I was s-1 bad that I could
you."
Illahopa to Ile In Control.
constructed, and when the work is EUGENE
ow. I have been a little out of
not walk. I took one bottle and can say that I
ROBINSON,
Clerk
"I'll have to send a constable af- completed Central Kentucky will
The leases, which carry a stipulafeel all right. My kidneys troubled me and I was
touch with Wark in the last fewThis
company
is
not
responsible
dizzy in my head. That has about all left me. I
have an opening to market its coal.
weeks. A man has so many private tion engaging the communal, munic- ter you."
think one more bottle will fix me all right. I can't
"But I'm busy husking corn ana Incidentally, Central Kentucky is for invoice charges unless collected
affairs to look to"- He was uneasy ipal and state authorities not to ins"'014r
Men's
Shoes,'"
h
cad.
lay too much for Life Plant."
under his chiers scrutiny.
terfere with the administration of buiidtri' a fence around my east for- dominated by the Central Coal -and by the clerk o' the boat:
- If you have any trouble whatever, know, that first appealWto me." She
Prairie's lips parted as if to make re- the church and parish. are lavalid b's Why don't you try me now?"
Iron company, which has offices in
write your symptoms to I. J. Mizer, sighed gently, with it" touch of senti- ply, but with a certain dignified reti- without the express ratification of
EVANSVILLE,
PADUCAH
AND
"All right. Are you guilty?"
mental retnetnbrarice. "And I thought cence he closed them again and turned
M. D., President of the Life Plant
the bishop and become null the moThe vast importance of this step
it so streng of you not to wear rings. away.
Co., who will send you his personal It must
CAIRO LINE.
ment the parish priest loses the bish"Five dollars."
be such a temptation." She
can not be overestimated. The MonCbileote leaned back in his place and
advice, free.
Our book—GOOD looked down at her own fingers, glit(Incorporated)
"All
I
will
Judge,
send
right.
op's
it
authorization
The
bishops
must
company
controls
nongaheia
the
:furtively passed his hand over his foreHEALTH—mailed to anyone free tering with Jewels.
head. Ills mind was possessed by one act together to inshre the acceptance down b the rural mall carrier. Good Pittsburg coal situation nere, and a
on request.
But the momentary pleasure of her
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
consideration - the consideration of of the contracts everywhere or no- by."
fusion of interests'would result in
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton, 0. touch was gone. Chileote drew away himself. He glanced down the crowdwhere.
the whole Ohio valley coming under
his hand and picked up the book that
ed,. lighted house to the big glass
NO man ever got' very far on the their domination.
The propositions made by me
lay between them.
doors; he glanced about him at his col- bishops make
it clear that no rent is Ife-lourney it be was afraid of stones
"'Other Men's Shoes,'," he read. "A
The chief holdings of the Central
leagues, indifferent or Interested; then
to be paid and that the contracts bruising his feet.
novel, of course?"
Coal and Iron company are in Muhlsurreptitiously his fingers strayed to
She smiled. "Of course. Such a fan- his waistcoat
must Cover all-the Roman Catholic
enberg, Hopkihs, and Ohio counties.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
pocket.
tastic story-two men changing identibong-winded stories usually come Michael Finnegan is manager of the
Usually he carried his morphia tab- religious edifices in France or none.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
ties!"
loids with him, but today by a lapse
It developed today that the re- from people who like to blow. •
company, having succeeded to the Hopkins, leave Paducah for EvansChlicott rose and walked back to the of memory
he had left them at home.
place on the death of Spalding Cole- ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
mantelpieer.
Ile knew this, nevertheless he continSpecial excursion rate now in efman.
"Changing identities," he said, with
ued to search, while the need of the
a touch of interest.
Mr. du Pont is stopping at The fbct from Paducah to Evansville and
drug rushed through him with a sense
"Yes. One man is an artist:, the °th- of physical
Seelbach, and would neither deny or return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
sickness. He lost hold on
in- a millionaire. One wants to know the business
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
affirm
the report today.
of the house; unconsciousIt
is
astonishing
bow great a chflige hanfui4 or habit-forming drug is to
Guaranteed Ctlre what fame Is like, the other wants to ly he half rose from his seat.
•
a few years of married life often make onn in the list of its ingredients printknow bow it feels to be really sinfully
for all Kidney and rich. So they exchange experiences The man next him looked up. "Hold in the appearance and disposition of ed on bach bottle-wrapper and attested
STEAMER DICK FOW-LER
The Tuxedo Cost.
under oath as complete and correct.
your ground, Chilcote," he said. "Ray- many women. The freshness,
the
"They are beginning to wear TuxBladder Diseases. for a month." She laughed.
forth is drying up."
I an condition of the female system
charm,
the
brilliance
vanish like the
Chlicote laughed as well. "But how?"
coats in Texas," says a New Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
edo
-Prescription can
Pie-ries t orite
.,
With a wave of relief Chileote drop- bloom from a
flower which is rudely
tie asked.
SMALL AS A PILL
ority good-never -harm. Its Whole York paper "Beginning" is good! landings at b a. m. sharpe. daily, exped back into his place. Whatever the
handled. The matron is only a dim e ec is to strengthen, uregorate and
"Oh, I told you the idea was absurd. confusion
EASIER TO TAKE
Don't you know, man, that the Tux- cept Sunda). Special excursiOn rates
in his mind it was evidentshadow, a faint echo of the charming regulate the whole female system and
Two doses give relief, and one bet Fancy two people so much alike that ly not obvious in his face.
edo
coat was invented in Texas.when now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
especially the pelvic organs. When
will cure any ordinary case of Kid- neither their friends nor their servants
Rayforth resumed his seat, there was maiden. Few young women appreciate I these are deranged in function or affect- a cowboy had the tails shot off his and return, with or witnout meals
difference! Such a thing
cee at
the usual slight stir and pause: then IMF shock of the system through the ed by disease, the stomach and other clawhammer coat?—Denver Republi- and room. Good music and table unney or bladder trouble. Removes
:-ouldn't be, could it?"
Salett, the member for Selchester. rose. change which comet with marriage and organs of digestion.become !sympathetisurpassed .
Gravel, cares Diabetes.
Seminal
Chilcote looked down at the fire.
With Salett's first words Chlleote's motherhood. Many neglect to deal.with cally deranged, the nerves are weak- can.
For further Information apply to
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back, 'No." he said doubtfully. "No. I supthe
unpleasant pelvic drains and weak- ened, and a long list of bad, unpleasant
hand again sought his pocket, and
Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of aose not."
Art Master ( who has sent for a S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent. or
again his eyes strayed toward the nesses which too often come with mar- symptoms follow. Too much must not
"Of course not. There are likenesses, doors, but Fraide's erect
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
bead and stiff riage and motherhood, not understand- be expected of the "Favorite Prescrip- cab, pointing to horse') -"What do Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent. at
men and women. Sold at 50 cents but not freak likenesses like that."
back just in front of him held him ing that thissecret drain is robbing the tion." It will not. perform miracles; you call that ?" Cabby---An 'ore*, Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. office.
will not cure tumors-no medicine will.
Chilcote's head was bent as bespoke, quiet. With
an effort he pulled out cheek of its freshness and the form of It will often prevent them, if taken in sir. Art Master—A horse 'Rub it Both phone- No. 33.
per box en the ne cure no pay basks
hut at the last words he lifted It.
his notes and smoothed them nervous- its fairness.
by Idalierson's Drug store, Fourth
time, and thus the operating table and out, and do it again."—Punch.
"By Jove! I don't know about that!"
As surely as the general health suffers the surgeon's knife may be avoided.
and Broadway, sole agent for Padu- to said. "Not so very long ago I saw ly; but, though his gaze was fixed on
"Were the critics kind to Skribbier
the pence, not a line of Bleseingion's when there is derangement of the health
Doctor's All Agree. The most emicah, or lent by mail upon receipt of two men so much alike that I-I"Toe quickest way to talk yourself alien his 'last beard( appeared?“ "Exclear writing reached his mind. He of the delicate womanly organs,so surely nent writers on Itfoterin Medico, whose
price by Lark Medicine Co., Lot:de- He stopped.
glanced at the face of the speaker, when these organs are established in works are consulvd as authorities by into the graces of a girl young man, ceedingly." "What di.d they say
Lillian smiled.
vil* Ky.
about it?" "Nothing."--Mileelikee
then at the faces on the treasury health the face and form at once witness physicians of all (he different schools ni le to listen hard.
He colored quickly. "You doubt me?' bench. then
once more he leaned hack to the fact in renewed comeliness. practice, extol, in the most positive
Sentinel.
he asked.
terms, the curative virtues of each and
in his seat.
More than a million women have found every ingredient enterinff into Dr.
for a book,
rignt
"My dear Jack!" Her voice was delmallets
good
l
A
The man beside him /caw the move- health
and happiness in the use of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. In hut if von want to get rich, get the
Irately reproachful.
Have Mrs. Austin's Pancakes for
ment. "FunkIng the dry dock?" he
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It makes fact it is the only medicine, put up for right press agent.
"Then you think that my-my imbreakfast. Your grocer keeps it.
whispered Jestingly.
weak women strong and sick women sale through druggists for the cure of
sgination has been playing me tricks?"
"No"-Chilcote turned to him sodlaisted te Third aid !restudy
'My dear boy! Nothing of the kind.
well.
Ingredients on label=contains all diseases of the mucous surfaces, as
denly-"but I feel beastly-have felt
nasal catarrh, throat, laryngeal, and
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legt rome back th your place and tell me
no
alcohol
or harmful habit-forming bronchial affections attended by lingerbeastly for weeks."
the whole tale?' She smiled again, and
It
is
drugs.
made
wholly
of
thoee
and Librerv Warir a Ihnelaltsr
ing, or hang-on-coughs that has any
-The other looked at him more closepatted the conch invitingly.
ly. "Anything wrong?" he asked. It native, American, medicinal roots most such profs/tetanal endorsement-worth
But Chilcote's balance had been up- was a novel
experience to be confided highly recommended by leading med- more than any amount of lay or Donet. For the first time be saw Minn in-by Chileote.
ical authoritiestbf all the several schools professional testimonials.
as one of the watchful, suspecting
"Oh. it's the grind--the infernal of practice for the cure of woman's • Do not expect too much from the use
Now located at
of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical DisAND CURE THE LUNCS
-rowd before which he was constantly grind."
As he said it it seemed to peculiar ailments.
covery. It will not work miracles. It
in guard. Acting on the sensation, he 'ffrm suddenly
For nursing mothers, or for those will not cure consumption in ita adthat hi. strength gave
moved suddenly toward thadoor.
way. He forgot This companion, his broken-down in health by too frequent vanced stages. No medicine will. Nor
"I-I have an appointment at the positian, everything
except the urgent bearing of children, also for the expect: is the "Discovery" too good for a sudden
home." he said quickly. 'I'll look In instinct that
We are ready for all kinds of hauling
filled mind and body. ant mothers, to prepare the system for attack of acute cough, but for lies
the coming of baby and make its
mother day when-when I'm better Scarcely knowing what
lie (1141 he rose vent easy and almost painless, theread- lingering, obetinate, hang-on-con
is
.seepany. I know I'm a bear today. and leaned
throat,
forward to whisper in no medicine quite so good as "Favorite accompali n
geiT and bronc reme
My nerves, you know." He came back
ma
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re.I de' es.r.
Prescription."
do
no
It
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can
is
Thost-efflioli
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y In cases acand
to the eimeh and took her ham]. Then
60c 6$1.00
Fraide was seen to turn, his thin as, aoltdition of the /intern. It is a comeisniM nith wasting of
OUGHS
OLDS
flesh, night.
Free Trial.
ne touched her cheek for an lastest face interested and concerned, then he meet potent invigorating tonic and
sweats, weak stomach and poor d igestion
with his fingers.
Surest ...ed Quickest Cure for all
was (seen to nod once or twice in ac- strengthening nervine, nicely adapted with faulty assimilation, and which, if
"(lo)ny." he said. "Take eere of anie-Nsace. and a moment later Chll- to woman's delicate system by a phy- neglected or badly
THROAT and LUNG TROUEtreated ere apt to
sician of large experience in the treat- lead to consumption, the "Discovery"
LES, or MONEY BACK.
i youreelf-and the kitten." he added sate stepped quietly out of his place.
woman's
ment
of
peculiar
ailments. hart proven wonderfully successful in
with forced gayety, as be crossed the One or two
ntell spolie to him as he
room.
Bad Symptoms. The woman who effecting cures.
hurried from the house, lint he shook
The formula is printed on every
has periodical headaches, backache, sees
MEN AND WOMEN. That afternoon Chileote's nel-vistis them off almost uncivilly, arid, making imaginary
dark spots or specks floating wrapper of"(laden Medical Discovery,*
Cm ate Olaf senators) condition reached Its height. All day tor the neareat exit. hailed a cab.
di•oharirecisillamBlatiosa be, had Ili-edited the climax,
or dancing before her eyes, has gnawing attested as to correctnesa under oath,
but no
V ie e=e. Irritations
or nice
The ()rive io Groevenor square was a distress or heavy full feeling in stomach, and Yoll can't- afford to accept any
set te esritnere
of morose menthe
evasion can be eternal, and this be mlmery. Time after time he
Prone% Cleseerke.
changed faint spells, dragging-down feeling in substitute of wakpaosem compoetttom for
Paielaes, sod not aid *
re11117.eft RR he sat in his placer on the
EngiONIIRSUR. gent Of poleoenue
fsom one corner of the cab to the other. lower *Wei:ninel or pelvic region, easily this owe-secret remedy no matter what
011001M1
laptd by Drawling.
opposition benches during the half ids acute -Internal petrol
prolonged by startled or excited, irregular or painful 'elfish interests may prompt the dealer
or ant ,ti plain wrung*
la L5.
period,. with or without pelvic catarrh, to urge such upon von. In tact it ill
by los Draw propabl, got hotir Of wintry twilight that precedes every delay end inereesed by every
4'
111 on ,.3 • Si,
inasitt to your taielligettee for hint to
turningou of the lights. Ile real,.'Is rs.
— the
motion. At last, weak iu all his limbs, is suffering from weaknesses and de- do so. You know what you want and
rangements that should have early atized it in that half hour. but the applihe stepped.from the vehicle at his own tention. Not all of above symptoms are it is his place to supply that want.
cation of the knowledge raimend later,
door.
Dr. Pierre's Pleaaent Pellets are the
likely to be present in any case at one
when the time came for bim to quesoriginal "Little Liver Pills" first put up
Entering the house, he instantly time.
tion the government on some point reNeglected or badly treated and
by old Dr. Pierce over 40 years ago.
lating to the proposed additional dry mounted the stains and passed to his eases often run into maladies; whichsuch
ie- Much imitated, but never equaled.
dock at Talkley, tbe navel base. Then own -rooms. (Vetting the bedrooni mand the surgeon's knife if they do not They cleanse, invigorate and regulst,
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FIRST SHOWING OF WASH SUITS FOR THE LITTLE MAN
BY THE HOUSE OF WEILLE, THE
PROGRESSIVE STORE

is a pleasure to announce to mothers that on Monday, February 4, we will display in our,
IT mamm
oth Children's Department, occupying the entire second floor, an immense line of

'
-0

Wash Suits for children, aged 2 1-2 to 6 years. Your presence is earnestly desired.
The boys' suits which we are showing this season are, without a doubt, the handsomest and
swellest ever shown in Paducah, embracing all the newest novelties---Buster Brown, Peter Pan,
• Russian Blouse and Sailor Suits. All the new models have knickerbocker trousers and the
- blouses come either with or without collars. The favored materials are white, blue and tan
linen and linen crash,fancy and white chambrays, pique and shadow weaves. Some of the suits
are plain and some of them are prettily trimmed. Priced from $1.00 to $6.00.
This line is designed aad made by the most notf.:d manufacturer of children's clothing in
the country---Ivan Frank & Co., makers of the celebrated Buster Brown Suits.
Mothers, in justice to yourselves, we urge you to come Monday and bring the little fellows
with you. You will enjoy seeing this exclusive display and we shall be more than glad to show
it to you.
SEE THE WINDOW SHOWS
T HE ADVANCE SPRING STYLES IN
BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S HEADWEAR
NOW ON DISPLAY. Js .0 .0

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN PADUCAH OF
IVAN FRANK & CO.'S CHILDREN'S
NOVELTIES.
*

•

AnimPoimmommY
the Memphis. The guards were broken up but no serious damage resulted.
Whe Joe Fowler arrived today from
E'vansville and got away in a few
TWO MORE GOING; TWO MORE
hours on the return trip.
IN THE BOX.
Saturday was the day set for the
River Stages.
Cairo
49.1 0.5 fall John Hopkins to get back in the EvOhattanooga
5.1 10.1 fabi ansville trade after a month's layOincin.neti
22.0 50 fall off with a broken shaft. The Hop- District Attorney Jerome Asks the
Evansville
41.7 1.8 fell kins probably will come up Friday
Court to Let Them Go, butrorenee
3.7 0.1 faAl from Mound City.
-Makes No Explanation.
The
Dick
Fowler will get away
J neonv I lle
13.1 0.5 fall
Lou ieville
9.1 3.9 ttall Monday for Cairo barring another
Mt. Carpel
22.5 1.1 fal: rise in the river.
New York, Jan. 31.-When the roll
Captain Jim McCarty is superinNashville
11.2 0.6 fall
Pittsburg
3.7 0.1 fall tending repalfs on the Charles Tur- call of jurors and talesmen was completed In the Thaw case this morning
ner at the dry docks.
Davis Island Dam-Missing.
Three
runaway
barges
were District Attorney Jerome arose and
St. Louis
1/.2 0.2 rise
Mt. Vernon
45.8 1.4 fall caught in front of th,e wharlboat by addressed the court as follows:
"Pleale the Court: After a conferyesterday afternoon.
Pad itcah
44.8 0.5 :ail the Henrietta
They got away from the upper Ten- ence with the counsel for the defense,
we have decided to ask you to excuse
nessee.
All the reports from other towns
The Henrietta at last got away for David S. Waltior, juror No. 4, and
showed the cheerful falling sign yesthe Tennessee river after ties yester- Louis. Haas, juror No. 14." Justice
terday and Paducah has joined tne
Fitzgerald announced that the jurors
chorus. The stage this morning was day.
The machinery has about been in-' were excused. Thaw was amazed at
44.8 with a fall or 0.5 in the last
the suddenness of affairs, and turned
2.4 hours. Business at the wharf is staled on the new steamer Alton Eaof the Leyhe fleet In the mouth to his counsel, Mr. Peabody, and
gle
good with the packets running.
of the Tennessee river. It will be the asked what it all meant. He seemed
Probab:y the record run to Cairo
of -February before toese pack- satisfied with Peabody's explanation,
last
from Paducah was made yesterday
ets begin to leave for their regular but there was a traee of annoyance
by the Kit Carson.which recently was
* last one will get on the face of Jerome as he told the
let off the dry docks after a thorough trades and the,
mount he did not deem it advisable to
overhauling. A telegram to Captain away the middle of March.
make known the reason for relieving
FOreCAM
III
Of114'
I
S.
Young Taylor of the dry docks from
Tbe Ohio at Evansville and
Mt. Walker and Haas. This leaves n:the captain of the Kit Carson, says
Vernon wil: fall rapidly, the rate of Jurors in the box and an extra panel
the run was made with three barges
fell increasing greatly dilly for sev- of 1.00 talesmen appeared today.
tow. in two hours. It's going down
When th eThaw trial recessed at
eral clays. At Paducah and Cairo,
stream, of course, and without any
will continue falling the rate of the 1 o'clock, two more jurors were acstops, but as the distance is some 50
cepted. This brings the number to
fa; lbenoming rapid by Friday.
miles. the speed was fine.
The Tennsassoe from Florence to eleven. _Another panel of 1,00 Is orIn addition to the troubles of high
dered by Justice Fitsgerald.
the mouth will continue falling.
water, the steamer Joe Wheeler is
The Miscissippi_ from Chester to makes 500 men summoned.
being held over at Paducah because
District Attorney
Jerome introCairo, will continue falling rapidly.
an engineer eannot be secured. John
The :outer Wabash will fall rapidly duced a new figure Into the ease when
Ryman, who came in with the Wheel"
Foating lee will coatinue in the he asked talesmen If they knew Ciner from Chattanooga as head engicinnati and a Mr. Baker of that city.
Miaeltinippl for a week or more
neer, was sick and left yesterday for
Nobody confeused to knowing Mr.
his home In Nashville. Efforts were
Baker and the defense seemed utterCHRISTI.%
N ENDEAVOR.
made to secure an engineer here, Mei
ly surprised at the Introduction of
a difference over wages made IN dn.
thp name.
cab men decline the Job. This Alf- Elects Officers at Kentucky %venue
From questions asked teleemen by
Prcebyterinn church.
ferenee was overeome by the boat
the defense yesterday it appeared
pang their demands, but another
that the prosecution will have to conhitch arose when they refused
Senior Christian Endeavor rociety sider more than one ;:ne of defense.
to
run tvith the assistant engineer be- of the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian
It became known today that the
cause he- is not an association men. cherelt, has elected officers as fol- mysterious woman sho
has been carThe JOE' Wheeler is at the wharf
lows: Memelhall Jones, president; Will railed by the defensu is Mrs, J. J.
da% waltiog for a solution of the
Watson, vice president; Mi.s Endo Caine. and she Is being kept in
hidproblem. Telegrams were sent to Black mull. recording seeretari . Mrs ing to avoid a subpoena ny Jerome.
Louisville to try to get an engineer, John Slaughter, cotresponding seere- She will be cite of the chief witnesses
tary; Miss iesst ilovenden, trees- for the defenee.
hut without success so far.
The Kentucky should get in ear- urer. Services are held each Sunday
ly. In the morning from the Tennes- evening ht 8:30 o'olock.
JOHN SHARP WILLIAMS
MORE
see river.
The social committee will meet IWants the So-444.114-si paper Tract In.
The City of Memphis did not get
war for the Tennessee river lest with the Misses Hovenden, 805 South
rest'gated.
night until 11 o'clock on account at Fifth etreet. This evening At 7:30
Washington,, Jan 11.-Repreeentas eeekient at Antra the day before reeleek. finsrliteett of Yvntinttinee.
fve Infin MOP WI 11461111I.
Ma'
The Memphis backed up to the railsts.ipiti, introduced a hitt in the bouae
Wisdom • is krowledge that
read dons Ant "Wore they were
has today for an investigatiop by the de-,
path' an engine backed a string of been forted in the crucible of exper.Itiertnient of commerop and lebor of
Cora down to the dock and against
'the sovalied paper trust.
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WARNING!

COLD WAVE COMING
You Can Keep Warm if You BUY

PITTSBURfi or TRADEWATER COAL
"Every Lump Burns to Ashes"

Lump 15c Per Bu.

Nut 14c Per Bu.

Office and Elevator Second and Ohio Sts.

Both Phones 254

West Kentucky Coal Co.
We Civarantee Our Weights
P. S.---The weather man says: "Snow and cold weather." Fill your
.1\.
coal house with our coal and save doctor and medici
ne bills and
your health.
W. K. C. Co.
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